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Lot 
Number Title Description Starting 

Bid

1
Colt Python 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN V43429. 99% Nickel finish shows average handling with a small area of abrasion on 
right side lower front corner of frame, Very good bore, vent rib with matte non glare textured finish, 
adjustable blued sights with orange insert in front, serrated hammer with ribbed trigger, checkered wood 
grips show light handling with papers and styrofoam inner box. Good condition. 22-562

500

2
Colt King Cobra 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN EC3199. Satin stainless finish shows average handling with non glare matte finish on 
top of solid rib, good bore, blued adjustable sights with orange insert in front, ribbed hammer and 
trigger, checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show average handling in plastic Plano case. 
Good condition. 22-554

300

3

Colt Cobra 
Lightweight 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special, 2" bbl, SN A94512. 90% gold tone cerakote on barrel and frame shows moderate underlying 
chipping on frame edges, fair bore, matte black cerakote on cylinder, crane, hammer, trigger and cylinder 
release, checkered wood grips show heavy handling with chipping. Fair condition. 22-650

100

4 Colt SAA Single 
Action Revolver

.45 Colt, 5.5" bbl, SN S63645A. 100% nickel finish still shows traces of manufacturing grease, good bore, 
serrated hammer and smooth trigger, black plastic Colt Eagle grips show no handling, comes with extra 
set of smooth wood grips showing no handling, leather holster, papers, blue cardboard box and white 
cardboard outer box. Excellent condition. 22-552

300

5

Colt Official 
Police MK III 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special, 4" bbl, SN 73453J. 98% blue finish shows light handling with thinning on muzzle and front 
sight, good bore, wide serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show average 
handling, with leather holster. Good condition. 22-718

200

5A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

6

Colt 
Peacemaker 22 
Combo Single 
Action Revolver

.22LR, 6" bbl, SN G198197. 100% blue finish on barrel, cylinder and grip straps, very good bore, 95% 
bright case color finish on frame and hammer, checkered black plastic Colt Eagle grips show no handling. 
Revolver appears unfired with extra .22 WMR cylinder, papers, brown wood grain cardboard box (shows 
moderate wear) Excellent condition. 22-494

200

7
Smith & Wesson 
629-1 Double 
Action Revolver

.44 mag, 8 1/4" bbl, SN BBA9246. Satin stainless finish, very good bore, matte no glare ribbed barrel rib, 
adjustable blued rear sight with stainless front sight with orange insert, blued scope rings, wide serrated 
hammer and wide smooth trigger, wood finger groove style grips show light handling with shoulder 
holster (large enough to accomodate a scope) and Doskocil hard case. Very good condition. 22-543

500

8 Leupold M8 2X 
Scope

Long eye relief, Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, matte silver body shows light ring marks. Removed 
from prior lot. Good condition. 40

9

Smith & Wesson 
19-4 
Pennsylvania 
State Police 
75th 
Anniversary 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN 72K8151. 99% blue finish shows only a very faint cylinder drag line, very good bore, 
adjustable sights, front sight has orange insert, wide serrated hammer and wide ribbed trigger show 85% 
case color, right side of frame is engraved with the Pa state police logo and keystone and right side of 
barrel in gold is Pennsylvania State Police 75th Anniversary 1905-1980, left side of frame just above 
trigger guard is 904, smooth wood grips show no handling, in wood presentation case with PSP 
commemorative belt buckle. Very good condition. 22-547 C&R

500

10

Smith & Wesson 
637-2 Airweight 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special/.38 Special +P , 1 7/8" bbl, SN CMK4174. Matte silver finish shows average handling with light 
cylinder drag line and moderate scrapes and dings on rear grip strap, very good bore, serrated hammer 
and smooth trigger, rubber finger groove combat style grips show average handling with extra set of pink 
rubber finger groove grips showing very light handling, with papers and factory plastic hard case. Good 
condition. 22-546

150

11

Smith & Wesson 
642-2 Airweight 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special + P, 1 7/8" bbl, SN DPS1361. 99% matte silver finish shows only a faint cylinder dragline, very 
good bore, checkered rubber grips show no handling with papers and factory cardboard box. Appears 
new in box. Condition very good. 22-625

150

12

Smith & Wesson 
442-1 Airweight 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Spec + P, 1 7/8" bbl, Sn DPR9451. 99% matte black finish shows only a small scratch on right side 
above rear side plate screw, very good bore, textured rubber finger groove combat style grips show no 
handling with papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Very good condition. 22-686

150

13

Smith & Wesson 
Hand Ejector 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 Long, 4 1/4" bbl, SN 231750. 75% nickel finish shows moderate handling with areas of flaking, good 
bore, checkered diamond pattern wood grips show moderate handling with areas of checkering worn 
away. Good condition. 22-535 C&R

80

14

Smith & Wesson 
28-2 Highway 
Patrolman 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 5 7/8" bbl, SN N577989. 95% blue finish shows areas of light freckling, small abrasion on left 
side of muzzle and a light cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable sights, 80% case color on serrated 
hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show average handling with papers, cleaning tools and 
original navy blue cardboard box. Good condition. 22-721

200
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15

Smith & Wesson 
28-2 Highway 
Patrolman 
Double Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 5 7/8" bbl, SN N577270. 95% blue finish shows thinning on muzzle and small areas of oxidation 
on sides of cylinder, good bore, adjustable sights, 80% case color on serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, 
checkered wood grips show average handling with papers, cleaning tools, speed loader, original blue 
cardboard box. Good condition. 22-716

200

16

Smith & Wesson 
10-14 (DC) Dept 
Of Corrections 
Marked Double 
Action Revolver

.38 Special + P, 4 1/8" bbl, SN CJL4922. 85% blue finish shows moderate handling with thinning and loss 
on most edges and moderate cylinder drag line, good bore, left side of frame has DC 7557 (dept of 
Corrections) medallion, serrated hammer with smooth trigger, unmodified lock on left side of frame 
above cylinder release, laminated wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-773

150

17
Smith & Wesson 
65-5 Double 
Action Revolver

.357 Mag, 4 1/8" bbl, SN BUA4731. Stainless steel finish shows average handling with small dent on right 
side outer edge of muzzle, serrated hammer with ribbed trigger, Uncle Mikes checkered rubber finger 
groove combat style grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-771

200

18

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 33-27305. 90% blue finish shows average handling with a small area of loss and 
nick on left side edge of top strap and small area of abraissions and touch up on left side of frame at 
breech, good bore, adjustable sights, checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips, show average 
handling with original red cardboard box. Good condition. 22-530

150

19
Ruger LCR 
Double Action 
Revolver

.38 Special +P, 1 7/8" bbl, SN 1543-10556. 99% matte black finish shows only very faint cylinder dragline, 
good bore, textured rubber finger groove combat style grips show no handling with papers and factory 
cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-631

150

20

Heritage Rough 
Rider Combo 
Single Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN G58857. 98% blue finish on barrel and cylinder trigger guard and grip strap shows 
small areas of fine scratches, good bore, frame shows straw color hardened finish, good bore, serrated 
hammer and smooth trigger, hammer block safety, green/brown laminated wood grips show no handling 
with extra .22WMR cylinder, papers and original cardboard box. Appears new in box. Very good 
condition. 22-717

100

20A CONDITION 
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21

Heritage Rough 
Rider Combo 
Single Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 6 1/2" bbl, SN G49698. 100% matte stainless steel finish shows no handling, good bore, hammer 
block safety, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, adjustable rear sights with fiber optic front, green
/brown laminated wood grips show no handling with extra 22WMR cylinder, papers and original 
cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-728.

100

22
Heritage Rough 
Rider Single 
Action Revolver

.22LR, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 1BH295096. 95% blue finish on barrel shows average handling, good bore. Frame 
shows 85% black painted antique finish, shows thinning and loss on crisp edges, hammer block safety, 
serrated hammer and smooth trigger, laminated wood grips show light handling. Good condition. 22-531

80

23
Heritage Rough 
Rider Single 
Action Revolver

.22WMR, 6 1/2" bbl, SN J96487. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most edges, 
good bore, adjustable sights, front fiber optic, hammer block safety, wood grips show average handling. 
Good condition. 22-532

80

24

Hopkins & Allen 
Safety Police 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22, 6" bbl, SN G6950. 95% nickel finish shows average handling with area of freckling on sides of frame, 
fair bore, needs repairs, barrel latch does not hold and when shooting single action finger pressure is 
needed to push hammer forward to help release, wood grips show average handling. Fair condition. 22-
533 C&R

30

25

Hi-Standard W-
100 Double Nine 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 843686. 95% blue finish on barrel and cylinder show average handling with moderate 
cylinder drag line, good bore, matte gray/black finish frame shows area of scratches on left side recoil 
shield, white plastic grips with eagle medallions show light handling. Good condition. 22-774 C&R

100

26

H&R Arms Co. 
Auto Ejecting 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22, 2" bbl, SN 407504. 98% blue finish shows light handling, hammer retains about 30% case color, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show light handling, needs repairs, hammer does not release without help 
(possibly needs a spring) Fair condition. 22-488 C&R

30

27

H&R Arms Co. 
Auto Ejecting 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 Center Fire, 2" bbl, SN 4663. 95% nickel finish shows average handling with areas of light freckling 
and scratches, fair bore (shows small hollow on bottom of bore approx 1/2" from front of cylinder) 
hammer does not hold for double action, checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. 
22-538 C&R

30

28

H&R Arms Co. 
Safety Hammer 
Double Action 
Revolver

.32 Center Fire, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 145131. 80% nickel finish shows areas of loss and freckling, fair bore, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-539 C&R 30

29
H&R Sportsman 
Double Action 
Revolver

.22LR, 6" bbl, SN 31851. 95% blue finish shows average handling with area of oxidation on front grip 
strap and trigger guard, good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered wood 
grips show average handling with original blue cardboard box. Good condition. 22-769 C&R

100

30
RG Ind. Model 
39 Double 
Action Revolver

.38 Special, 4" bbl, SN X042204. 95% nickel finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered wood 
grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-534 50

30A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.
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31

Rock Island 
Armory
/Armscor Model 
206 Double 
Action Revolver

.38 Special, 2 1/8" bbl, SN RIA2474511. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good bore, checkered 
wood grips show no handling with extra set of checkered rubber finger groove, combat style grips with 
papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-633

100

32
Taurus Model 
605 Double 
Action Revolver

.357 Mag, 2" bbl, SN ACM640007. Matte satinless finish shows only faint cylinder dragline and a small 
scuff on side of cylinder, good bore, checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show no handling 
with papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-615

100

33
Taurus Model 
85 Double 
Action Revolver

.38 Special, 2" bbl, SN LF70826. Stainless finish shows light handling with faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, checkered wood grips show average handling with areas of light denting with holster. Good 
condition. 22-587

100

34
Taurus Gaucho 
Single Action 
Revolver

.357 Mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN YJ340835. Nickel finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag line, 
good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling with poor fitting leather holster. Good 
condition. 22-770

150

35
Manurhin/CAI 
MR73 Double 
Action Revolver

.357 Mag, 4" bbl, SN C23618. 95% heavy blue finish shows light handling with area of oxidation on right 
rear of frame and hammer, good bore, checkered wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-
772

100

36
North American 
Arms NAA-22M 
Mini Revolver

.22WMR, 1 5/8" bbl, SN W95763. 100% matte stainless steel finish shows only very light handling, good 
bore, laminated wood birds head grips show no handling with papers, rug and original cardboard box. 
Good condition. 22-725

80

37

Beretta Model 
96 Pennsylvania 
State Police 
100th 
Anniversary 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.40 S&W, 4 7/8" bbl, SN PSTA-1602. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot 
sights, left side of slide marked in gold Pennsylvania State Police 100th Anniversary 1905-2005, burl 
wood grips held with gold screws, left scal has PSP commemorative medallion and right scal has Beretta 
medallion, 1-11 rnd magazine, wood/glass display case, papers,factory plastic case and cardboard outer 
box. Excellent condition. 22-544 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

38

Beretta Model 
960 
Pennsylvania 
State Marked 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.40 S&W, 4 7/8" bbl, SN BER009257M. 95% matte gray finish shows moderate handling with areas of 
thinning and loss on most edges and raised surfaces, good bore, 3 dot sights, left side of frame marked 
with Pennsylvania State seal, black rubber Beretta grips show moderate handling, pistol was a former 
State Trooper duty weapon, 3-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-545 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

39
Beretta Model 
96 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.40 S&W, 4 7/8" bbl, SN BER406229. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good 
bore, 3 dot sights, checkered wood grips show no handling, 2-11 rnd magazines, extra set of black 
checkered grips, papers and mag loader. Excellent condition. 22-495 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

40
Beretta Model 
92X Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 92X0008884. 100% matte black finish on slide and barrel with composite frame and 
plastic grips shows no handling, 2-17 rnd magazines, extra grip, papers and factory plastic case. Appears 
new in case. excellent condition. 22-675

250

41
Beretta Model 
92 .22LR 
Conversion Kit

.22LR, 5" bbl, 3 dot adjustable sights, 1-10rnd magazine should fit model 92, 96, 960? with side safety, 
taken off prior lot. Excellent condition. NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

42
Springfield XDE-
9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN AT143505. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights 
with fiber optic front, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 2-9 rnd magazines, pistol rug, papers and 
factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-517 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

43

Springfield XD-9 
Mod 2 Sub 
Compact Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN GM857387. 99% matte black finish shows only a few very light scuff on top of slide and 
light finish wear on barrel breech, 3 dot sights with fiber optic front, very good bore, polymer frame/grips 
show no handling with 3-13 rnd magazines, papers, factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-523 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

250

44
Springfield XDM-
9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 1/4" bbl, SN MG789608. 99% matte silver slide shows only light handling, adjustable sight with 
fiber optic front, extended charging handle added on to rear of slide protruding to the left side, very 
good bore, polymer frame/grips shows no handling with rubber grip sleeve, 1-19 rnd magazine. Very 
good condition. 22-516 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

250

45
Springfield XD 
Elite Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 1/4" threaded bbl, SN BA508988. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips, 
good bore, barrel marked match on right side of breech, 2-19 rnd magazines and Springfield pistol rug. 
Very good condition. 22-640

250

46
Sig Sauer Model 
1911-22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 5" bbl, SN F163473, 99% matte black finish shows light handling with thinning on edges of muzzle, 
very good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, textured signature wood grips show no 
handling. 2-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-808 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

47
Sig Sauer 
Mosquito Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 4" bbl, SN F223731. Duo tone finish with matte stainless slide and black polymer frame/grips 
shows very light handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, additional front sight inserts and extra spring, 2-
10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-612 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

180
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48
Sig Sauer P229 
Stainless Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.357 Sig, 3 3/4" bbl, SN AL 31 004. 98% matte black finish shows thinning on crisp edges and around 
muzzle with a few light rub marks on sides of slide, good bore, textured grips show light handling, 1-10 
rnd magazine and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-641 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

49
Sig Sauer P320 
M18 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 3 7/8" bbl, SN M18-078042. 100% coyote brown finish on slide and polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, 3 dot sights, 5-21 rnd,1-17 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. 
Excellent condition 22-671 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

50
Smith & Wesson 
5906TSW Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 3 7/8" bbl, SN BAW6618. Matte stainless steel finish shows average handling with areas of holster 
marking and scratches, good bore, 3 dot sights, checkered grips show moderate handling with numerous 
scratches on right side, 5-15 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-766 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

50A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

51
Smith & Wesson 
457 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.45 Auto, 3 3/4" bbl, SN VOK1139. 100% dark matte gray finish on slide shows no handling, good bore, 3 
dot sights, matte black finish on frame shows no handling, checkered plastic grips show only very light 
handling, 2-7rnd and 2-8 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-520 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

250

52
Smith & Wesson 
SD9 VE Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN FCL5685. Duo tone finish with matte stainless slide and polymer frame/grip shows no 
handling, 3 dot sights, very good bore, 2-15 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears 
new in box. Excellent condition. 22-628 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

53
Smith & Wesson 
SW99 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN SAD9240. 95% matte black finish on slide and polymer frame/grips shows average 
handling, missing palm swell from rear grip strap, good bore, 3 dot sights, trigger guard mag release, 1-12 
rnd magazine shows small spots of oxidation. Good condition. 22-610 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

54

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield 
Performance 
Center Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN LEV0553. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
ported barrel and slide, polymer frame/grips show no handling, 1-7rnd magazine. Very good condition. 
22-514 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

200

55

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN JFU4208. 98% matte black finish shows light handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows average handling with a 5/8" long chip missing from right side upper front corner on 
frame (cosmetic only) 3-8 rnd and 1-7 rnd magazines, Smith & Wesson shoulder/range bag. Good 
condition. 22-519 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

56

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield EZ 
M2.0 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN RFA0066. 100% matte black barrel and slide, very good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-627 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

57

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield 
M2.0 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN JEL8857. 99% matte black finish on barrel and slide shows only very light handling, very 
good bore, polymer frame/grip shows no handling,1-7 rnd and 2-8 rnd magazines, papers, factory 
cardboard box. Very good condition.22-626 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

58

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield 
M2.0 
Performance 
Center Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN JPE6943. 100% matte black finish on ported barrel and slide, very good bore, polymer 
frame/grips shows no handling, 3 dot sights, 1-8rnd and 1-7 rnd magazines, cleaning kit, papers, factory 
cardboard box. Appears New in box. Excellent condition. 22-624 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

59

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 9 Shield 
M2.0 
Performance 
Center Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN JPE2795. 100% matte black finish on ported barrel and slide, very good bore, polymer 
frame/grips shows no handling, 3 dot sights, 1-8 rnd and 1-7 rnd magazines, cleaning kit, papers, factory 
cardboard box. Appears New in box. Excellent condition. 22-623 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

60

Smith & Wesson 
Model 41 Semi 
Automatic 
Target Pistol

.22Lr, 7" bbl, SN TBZ3938. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges and a 
small area of abrasions on bottom of trigger guard, good bore, adjustable target sights, checkered thumb
/finger rest grip shows average handling with extra smooth wood adjustable target style grips with 
adjustable hand rest, 3-10 rnd magazines and pistol rug. Good condition. 22-657 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

61 Ruger 57 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

5.7x28, 4 7/8" bbl, SN 642-09575. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, very good bore, adjustable 
sights with fiber optic front, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 2-20 rnd magazines, papers and 
factory plastic case. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-555 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250
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62
Ruger Mark II 
Target Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.22LR, 7" bbl, SN 211-22566. Stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, adjustable target sights, 
wide ribbed trigger, textured rubber finger groove thumb rest grips show average handling, 1-10rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-508 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

63
Ruger Mark II 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.22LR, 4 3/4" SN 18-25598. 98% blue finish shows only light handling with small abrasion on right side 
front edge of frame near serial number, good bore, checkered plastic grips show no handling with 1-10 
rnd magazine, leather holster, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-732 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

64 Ruger LCP Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.380 ACP, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 376-68431. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good 
bore, polymer frame/grips show no handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-664 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

65 Ruger LCP Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.380ACP, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 381312878. 100% matte black finish on slide and polymer frame/grips show no 
handling, very good bore, 2-10 rnd magazines, holster, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new 
in box. Condition Excellent. 22-669 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

66
Ruger Max-9 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

9mm, 3 3/16" bbl, SN 350049075. 100% matte black finish on slide, polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, very good bore, fiber optic front sight, 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. 
Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-689 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

67
Ruger American 
Pistol Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 863-20717. 100% matte black finish on slide, polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 1-12 rnd and 1-18 rnd magazines, 2 extra palm swells, papers and 
factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-688 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

68

Magnum 
Research inc
/IMI Desert 
Eagle .44 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.44 Rem Mag, 6" bbl, SN 95252968. Duo tone chrome? high polish and matte finish shows average 
handling, very good bore, textured rubber grips show no handling, 1-8rnd magazine and papers. Very 
good condition. 22-563 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

500

69

Rare Browning
/Sig Sauer BDA 
(Made in West 
Germany By Sig) 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.45 Auto, 4 1/4" bbl, SN 395RP5346. 98% blue on slide shows average handling with small areas of 
oxidation on roll pin, good bore, uses European style mag (heel) release on bottom of grip, polymer 
frame and plastic checkered grips show average handling, 1-8rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-723 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300

70
Glock 26 Gen 5 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN AGPS782. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips show no 
handling, very good bore, 3-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. 
Excellent condition. 22-645 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

71
Glock 20 Gen 4 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

10mm, 4 3/4" bbl, SN BWHH085. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips show no 
handling, very good bore, 3-15 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. 
Excellent condition. 22-647 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

72 Glock 23 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN RDG671. 98% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips shows light 
handling, good bore, 1-13 rnd and 1-10 rnd magazines in Smith & Wesson Plastic case. Very good 
condition. 22-674 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

73 Glock 23 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN CHY260US. 90% matte black finish on slide shows thinning and loss on crisp edges, 
good bore, polymer frame/grips shows average handling with small nicks and scratches on right side of 
grip, 1-13 rnd magazine. 22-511 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

74
Glock 27 Gen 5 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.40S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN BWTT207. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, very good bore, 3-9 rnd magazines,2 extra palm swells, papers and factory plastic case. 
Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-644 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

75 Glock 38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Gap, 4" bbl, SN HGN678. 95% matte black finish on slide shows average handling with thinning on 
muzzle and crisp edges, good bore, 3 dot sights polymer frame/grips shows light handling, 2-8 rnd 
magazines. Good condition. 22-548 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

76
Glock 34 Gen 4 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 5 1/4" bbl, SN VHS069. 98% matte black finish on slide shows light handling with area of rubbing 
on right side just forward of ejection port, polymer frame/grips show no handling, good bore, 4-17 rnd 
magazines, 4 extra palm swells, holster, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-643 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

77 Glock 43X Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN BWVG024. 100% matte black finish on slide, very good bore, polymer frame/grips 
show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent 
condition. 22-646 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200
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78
Remington R51 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 0029684R51. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling with a few very small 
chips at loading port and slide release lever, good bore, checkered plastic grip panels show no handling. 
1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-507 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

79
Stoeger Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 88649. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, wood grips show no 
handling with areas of light factory tool marks (planner ripples) 1-10 rnd magazine, papers, factory 
cardboard box. Appears NIB. Excellent condition. 22-493 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

80

GSG/ATI 1911 
American 
Tactical Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN A744472. 85% matte black finish shows average handling with area of abrasions 
around muzzle, good bore, threaded muzzle, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, checkered 
Colt 1911 style grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine and plastic factory case. Good condition. 
22-524 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

100

81

GSG/ATI 1911 
American 
Tactical Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 5 1/2" bbl, SN A840127. 70% matte black finish shows heavy handling with area of deeply 
scratched in logo? on right side of slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, 
threaded muzzle, weak slide spring, checkered Colt 1911 style grips show moderate handling. Fair 
condition. 22-509

80

82
Chiappa M Four-
22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 7 1/4" bbl, SN 12B61354. 100% matte black finish on barrel and shroud with 4 tach rails good 
bore, polymer frame/grips shows only very light handling, AR style charging handle, pistol grip shows 
light handling, 1-28 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-506 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

83
Sterling Model 
400 Semi 
automatic PIstol

.380 Auto, 3 1/2" bbl, SN B01055. 85% blue finish shows average handling with area of tool marks on 
right side front of slide, good bore, missing trigger bar/take down lever on right side, checkered wood 
grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-510 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

60

84
Sterling Model 
300 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.25 Auto, 2 1/4" bbl, SN 027667. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small areas of oxidation on 
inside of slide, good bore, ribbed plastic grips show average handling with 1-6 rnd magazine, papers and 
cardboard box. Good condition. 22-720

60

85
Tanfoglio/EAA 
Witness-P Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.45ACP, 3 5/8" bbl, SN 10399. 98% matte stainless slide shows average handling, good bore, ported 
barrel, polymer frame/grips show average handling with small area of abrasions on left front corner of 
frame, 1-10+1 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-512 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

86
Star/CAI Model 
B Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN B273366. 75% blue finish on slide shows loss on most edges and areas of light freckling, 
good bore, matte gray frame shows average handling, serrated case color hammer with narrow ribbed 
trigger, checkered wood Colt 1911 style grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 
22-513 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

100

87
Star/CAI Model 
BM Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 25229 (SBM108699 electric penned) 60% very thin blue finish shows moderate handling 
with nearly all the blue cleaned off the slide mimicking a duo tone finish, good bore, ribbed replacement 
grips show light handling with original checkered grips showing moderate handling, 2-8 rnd magazines 
and plastic factory case. Good condition. 22-521 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

88
Star/PW Arms, 
Super S.A. Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 48295. 80% blue finish shows average handling with areas of scratching and oxidation in 
slide serration, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-765 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

100

89
SCCY CPX-2 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN C069595. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only 1 small chip on left side near 
muzzle, good bore, Crimson Trace CTS-1500 optic, polymer frame/grips shows no handling, appears 
unfired with 3-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Very good condition. 22-522 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

90
Jimenez JA 380 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbl, SN 370853. 99% matte black finish shows only a few very fine chips on left side of 
slide, good bore, plastic grips show no handling, 2- 6 rnd magazines and factory cardboard box. Good 
condition.22-527 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

80

91
Jimenez JA Nine 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 323352. 99% matte black finish shows only a couple very fine chips on crisp edges, 
good bore, plastic grips show no handling with 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. 
Good condition. 22-526 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

100

92
IO Inc Hellcat 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbl, SN X1145. 98% blue finish on slide shows average handling, good bore, polymer 
frame/grip shows light handling, 1- 6 rnd magazine, papers, pistol rug and factory cardboard box. Good 
condition. 22-525

50

93
Erma Excam 
RX22 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 3 3/8" bbl, SN J09183. 100% black finish shows no handling, good bore, brown checkered plastic 
grips show no handling, 1-7rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears unfired. Very good 
condition. 22-528 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

50
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94
Erma EP-22 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 58311. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckling and 
abrasion on top right side of toggle , good bore, checkered wood grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd 
magazine, papers and factory leather clad cardboard box. Good condition. 22-724 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

95

Tanfoglio Excam 
Targa GT27 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.25 ACP, 2 1/4" bbl, SN MK18697. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few fine chips on edges, 
good bore, wood grips show average handling, 1-7rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. 
Good condition. 22-529 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

50

96

Tanfoglio/EAA 
Witness Match 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 3/4" bbl, SN EAA01448. Duo tone finish with matte black slide and barrel shows light handling, 
stainless frame, good bore, adjustable rear sights with fiber optic front, coarse textured blue grip panels 
show light handling, 1-17 rnd magazine, cleaning kit and factory hard case. Very good condition. 22-634 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

97

Tanfoglio TZ75 
Government 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 5/8" bbl, SN H25211. 85% nickel finish shows moderate handling with areas of oxidation on slide 
and grip strap, good bore, wood grips show moderate handling with chips on edges and small crack on 
left scale at screw, No magazine. 22-611

50

98
AMT Backup 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.380 Auto, 2 9/16" bbl, SN A14534. Matte stainless finish with brushed slide sides, good bore, checkered 
wood grips show light handling, 1-5rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-515 80

100

Canik/Century 
Arms TP9DA 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN T6472-21BJ14482. 100% matte black finish barrel and slide, very good bore, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling, 2-18 rnd magazines, holster, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new 
in case. Excellent condition. 22-629 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

100A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

101
Taurus PT111
/G2C Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 1C110925. 100% matte black finish on slide, very good bore with light rub marks on 
outside of muzzle, 3 dot sights, polymer frame/grip shows no handling, 2-12 rnd magazines papers and 
factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-618 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

102
Taurus PT111
/G2C Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 1C110878. 100% matte black finish on slide, very good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling, 2-12 rnd magazines papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-617 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

103
Taurus GX4 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 1GA65446. 100% duo tone finish with tungsten gray slide and black polymer frame/grip 
show no handling, very good bore, 2-11 rnd magazines, extra palm swell, papers and factory plastic case. 
Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-621 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

104
Taurus GX4 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 1GA65417.100% duo tone finish with tungsten gray slide and black polymer frame/grip 
show no handling, very good bore, 2-11 rnd magazines, extra palm swell, papers and factory plastic case. 
Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-622 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

105
Taurus GX4 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 1GA86584.100% matte black finish slide and black polymer frame/grip show no 
handling, very good bore, 2-11 rnd magazines, extra palm swell, papers and factory plastic case. Appears 
new in case. Excellent condition. 22-620 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

106
Taurus G3C 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN ADA861920. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grip shows no 
handling, very good bore, 3-12 rnd magazines, 4 extra optics/top plates, papers and factory cardboard 
box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-616 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

107
Taurus G3C 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN ADA861956. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grip shows no 
handling, very good bore, 3-12 rnd magazines, 4 extra optics/top plates, papers and factory cardboard 
box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-619 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

108
Heckler & Koch 
VP9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 224-352665. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, very good bore, trigger guard mag release, 2 extra palm swells and 2 extra sets of grip side 
panels, 2-17 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-
637 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

250

109
Heckler & Koch 
USP Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.45ACP, 4 1/4" bbl, SN 25-169246. 100% matte black finish on slide with polymer frame/grips shows no 
handling, very good bore, tru dot 3 dot night sights, 3-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. 
Excellent condition. 22-672 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

110 CZ 40B Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN A117188. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot night 
sights, checkered rubber grips show no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. 
Excellent condition. 22-767 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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111 CZ P-10 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" threaded bbl, SN F432996. 100% matte black finish on slide and polymer frame/grips show 
no handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 2-15 rnd magazines, 2 extra palm swells, papers and factory 
plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-635 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

112 CZ 75SC Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 5/8" bbl, SN A5407. 99% shades of gray digital camo finish shows only very light handling with a 
small blemish on left side trigger guard leg, good bore, checkered rubber grips show no handling, 
magazine does not stay latched in pistol, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-670 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

113
CZ 75 Compact 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

.40 S&W, 3 5/8" bbl, SN A045381. 98% matte black finish shows only light handling with minor marking 
on end of take down lever, very good bore, 3 dot night sights, checkered rubber grips show light handling 
with 2-10 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-768 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

114
CZ75 Cadet .
22LR Conversion 
Unit

.22LR, 4 5/8" bbl, 3 dot adjustable sights, very good bore, 1-10 rnd magazine, papers and factory plastic 
case. Excellent condition. NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

115
CZ VZOR 70 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65, 3 3/4" bbl, SN D81765. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and area of abrasions on right 
side front of slide and frame, good bore, slide marked 70 on left rear corner for (1970 manufacture date) 
no police or military markings, plastic grips show average handling with 1-8 rnd magazine and leather 
holster. Good condition. 22-756 C&R

150

116
CZ/CAI VZOR 70 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65, 3 3/4" bbl, SN D95722. 98% blue finish shows light handling with small areas of abrasions on right 
front lower corner of slide and right rear of slide, good bore, slide marked 71 on left rear corner for (1971 
manufacture date) no police or military markings, plastic grips show average handling, 2-8 rnd 
magazines, leather holster and VZOR 50 cardboard box. Good condition. 22-757 C&R NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

117
IWI Jericho 941 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

9mm, 4 3/8" bbl, SN J1008822. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 
textured plastic grips show no handling, 3-16 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Appears 
new in case. Excellent condition. 22-642 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

118

Arsenal 
Firearms AF1 IT-
15 Strike One 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

.40 S&W, 5" bbl, SN AF1323A. 100% matte black finish on slide and polymer frame/grips show no 
handling, 3 dot sights with fiber optic front, grip area has very coarse non slip texture, 3-12 rnd 
magazines, cleaning kit, papers and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-636 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

250

119
SAR/Sarsilmaz 
SAR9T Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN T1102-21CC51590. 100% matte black finish on slide and polymer frame/grips show 
no handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 2-17 rnd magazines, 2 extra palm swells 2 pairs of grip panel 
scales, factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-638 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

120
Polymer 80 P80 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN CA22533. 100% matte black finish on slide shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot 
sights with Trijicon front, Desert sand polymer frame/grip shows no handling 4-15 rnd and 1-18 rnd 
magazines and factory plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition.22-639 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

121
Steyr/Gun South 
Model GB Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 3/8" bbl, SN P07492. 50% blue finish shows moderate freckling and general thinning with heavy 
texture on frame, good bore,, checkered plastic grips show average handling. No magazine. Fair 
condition. 22-630

100

122
Walther PPK/S 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm Kurz/.380 ACP, 3 1/4" bbl, SN 156709. 90% older reblue shows general thinning with the underlying 
markings worn very faint, right side of slide marked with eagle over N proof just in front of serrations and 
marked eagle over N on right side of barrel breech, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling, 1-7 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-648 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

123 H&R Self 
Loading Pistol

.25, 2" bbl, SN 11838. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on trigger guard, good bore, 
mismatched grips right scale is original checkered plastic with H&R logo left scale is a wood homemade 
replacement, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-588 C&R

80

124

Hi-Point Yeet 
Cannon G1 
Model C9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN P10135110. 100% heavy textured black finish and polymer frame shows no 
handling, good bore, textured plastic grips show no handling, 1-8 rnd magazine with papers and factory 
cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-614 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

125 Hi-Point C9 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 1/4" bbl, SN P10146713. 100% heavy textured black finish slide and polymer frame shows no 
handling, good bore, textured plastic grips show no handling, 1-8 rnd magazine, papers and factory 
plastic case. Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-690 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

126

Mauser 1934 
Pocket Model 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.65, 3 3/8" bbl, SN 547377. 85% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most raised edges 
and small areas of oxidation, good bore, checkered wood grips show average handling, 2-7rnd magazines 
and leather holster. Good condition. 22-731 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

127

FN Browning 
Patent Hi Power 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 245PV20288. 90% black paint finish shows average handling with areas of chipping 
and scratches, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, left side lanyard ring, 1-13 rnd 
magazine and nylon holster. Good condition. 22-759 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150
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128
Husqvarna 
M1907 Semi 
Automatic PIstol

.380 ACP, 5" bbl, SN 83705. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of light freckles, good 
bore, left side of frame above grips marked A7 No 451, checkered plastic grips show average handling 
with 1-7 rnd magazine and military style leather holster marked I9 1942 on inside of flap. Good condition. 
22-758 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

150

129 Bearman BBG38 
Derringer

.38 Special 2 5/8" bbl, SN BT022645. 98% matte black finish shows a few small chips in finish on both 
sides of muzzle and left side of barrel just under hinge, good bores, birdshead grips show light handling. 
Good condition. 22-649

100

130 Hi-Standard DM-
101 Derringer

.22WMR 3 1/2" bbl, SN 1311010. 98% blue finish shows only light handling, good bore, white plastic grips 
show light handling. Good condition. 22-775 100

130A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

131

Mitchell Arms
/SPM inc 
American Eagle 
P08 Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 6249. Stainless steel finish shows only very light handling, good bore, checkered wood 
grips show no handling, 1-8 rnd magazine, papers and original cardboard box. Appears new in box. Very 
good condition. 22-729 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

250

132
Baikal/KBI IJ-70 
Makarov Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm Makarov, 3 5/8" bbl, SN TB5090. 98% blue finish shows general thinning and small abrasion on slide 
at front edge of ejection port, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, takedown tool and cleaning rod in leather holster. Good condition. 22-761 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

133
Astra Model 
1916 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 3/16" bbl, SN 240519. 85% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and areas of moderate 
freckling, fair bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-
722

60

134
Raven Arms MP-
25 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.25 auto, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 910132. chrome finish shows average handling, good bore, wood grips show light 
handling, 1-6 rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 22-730 60

135
Raven Arms MP-
25 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.25 auto, 2 3/8" bbl, SN 882089. 98% black paint finish shows minor scratches, good bore, wood grips 
show average handling with 1-6 rnd magazine, papers and original cardboard box. Good condition. 22-
719

60

136

Brownells/Mid 
west BRN-22T 
Take Down Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.22LR, 9 1/4" bbl, SN BRN-22T-11390. 95% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, 
ventilated barrel shroud with tach rail for easy sight/optic mounting (non included) checkerd pistol grip 
shows no handling, based on Ruger 10-22 platform, uses Ruger magazines (non included). Good 
condition. 22-678

200

137

Weatherby 
Element Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tubes (4 included) SN TR7821-RL002250. Full coverage Mossy Oak 
Bottom Land camo wrap, good bore, vent rib, fiber optic front sight, synthetic stock and forearm with 
textured rubber grip panels, shows no handling, 14 3/8" LOP, extra cast and butt pad spacers, papers and 
factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-697

200

138

Weatherby 
Element Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tubes (4 included) SN TR7821-RM002847. Full coverage Mossy Oak 
Bottom Land camo wrap, good bore, vent rib, fiber optic front sight, synthetic stock and forearm with 
textured grip panels shows no handling, 14 3/8" LOP, extra cast and but pad spacers, factory cardboard 
box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-698

200

139

Browning Japan 
Auto 5 Magnum 
12 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, full choke tube, SN 44385PP151. 100% blue finish shows no handling, good 
bore, vent rib, engraved receiver, high gloss checkered wood stock shows no handling. 14 1/8" LOP. 
Excellent condition. 22-491

200

140

Remington 11-
87 Police Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 18" bbl, 3" chamber, cylinder bore, SN PC596175. 70% matte black parkerized finish shows 
moderate handling with areas of scratches and loss commensurable with a former police duty weapon, 
good bore, rifle sights, checkered synthetic stock and forearm show moderate handling, missing butt 
stock sling stud. 13 5/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-549

150

141

Remington 
Model 11 Riot
/Trench Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 20" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cylinder bore, SN 452310. 70% blue finish shows heavy handling, good 
bore, raised bead sight, engraved receiver, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling 
with areas of mold staining and crack in bottom rear of forearm, many of these were used as trench guns 
and for security during WWII, however this one is the right configuration but does not have the US 
flaming bomb stamp, barrel code BL (Jan 1942) after the 12/7/41 attack on Pearl harbor. In a scramble 
for additional weapons the US temporarily cut off production/sales of all 12 Ga guns except to federal, 
state or local government for use in military or police duties so it is possible that this shotgun was one of 
those used for police or protection of munitions and factories. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-749 C&R

150

142

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 50 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, full choke, SN 21995. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas 
of light freckling and thinning on crisp edges, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with a crack in underside of forearms and areas of loss on front edges of butt stock. 13 7
/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-576 C&R

100
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143

Charles Daly/KBI 
Field Hunter 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tubes (3 included) SN 3116973. 99% matte black finish shows only 
very light handling, good bore, vent rib, synthetic stock and forearm shows no handling with papers and 
factory cardboard box. 13 7/8" LOP. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-696

150

144

Armsan
/Mossberg SA-
20 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

20 Ga. 20" bbl, 3" chamber, cyl choke, SN KA47366. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good 
bore, ghost ring sights, receiver mounted Picatinny rail, magazine tube cap has 3 mounted tac rails, 
synthetic tactical style stock with pistol grip and forearm show no handling.12 7/8" LOP. Appears unfired. 
Excellent condition. 22-600

150

145
Benelli Nova 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 27 1/2" bbl, 3 1/2" chamber, mod choke tube, SN Z135207. 100% Realtree camo wrap shows no 
handling, good bore, vent rib, with day glo front sight and mid bead, ribbed synthetic camo wrap stock 
and forearm show no handling, nylon sling, 14 1/8" LOP. Excellent condition. 22-577

250

146
Mossberg 590S 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 20" bbl, 3" chamber (will cycle 1 3/4" short shells also) cyl bore choke tube, SN V1430108. 98% 
matte black finish shows only very light handling and a few scratches on mag tube, good bore, ghost ring 
sights, synthetic stock and tactical style forearm show no handling with papers and factory cardboard 
box. 14 1/4" LOP. Very good condition. 22-677

150

147
Mossberg 500A 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 20 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, cyl bore choke, SN T371996. 98% blue finish shows minor scratches on 
sides of receiver and handguard, good bore, day glo front sight, ventilated handguard, Picatinny rail 
mounted on receiver (shows areas of discoloration), synthetic collapsible stock with pistol grip and side 
saddle shell holders, synthetic forearm with 3 tach rails. Good condition. 22-598

150

148
Mossberg 500 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 20 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, cyl bore choke, SN V1210036. 98% blue finish shows minor scratches on 
mag tube and bottom edges of receiver, good bore, receiver drilled and tapped for scope mounting, 
Magpul synthetic stock and forearm show no handling. 12 1/4" LOP. Very good condition. 22-599

150

149
Mossberg 500A 
Combo Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke, SN K882373. 98% blue finish shows only light handling with a 
few light freckles on rear third of barrel, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with a few shallow dents on toe and bottom of forearm. 14" LOP, second barrel is 18" cyl bore 
choke with good bore and areas of light freckling, pistol grip and papers in factory foam box.Good 
condition. 22-738

150

149A
Mossberg 500 
Combo Pump 
Action Shotgun

20 Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Cyl bore, SN V1101315. 99% blue finish on barrel shows only very light 
handling, good bore, matte black receiver shows, factory drilled and tapped for scope mounting, 
checkered synthetic stock and forearm show no handling, butt stock has interchangeable combs 
(includes low crown installed and high comb) second barrel is a 24" rifle bore with Trophy cantilevered 
scope mount, good bore, 85% matte black finish shows a 2" section of muzzle with heavy oxidation that 
extends slightly into bore, 14 1/8" LOP. Comes with original cardboard box and papers. Good condition. 
22-415

100

150

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbl, Full choke, SN 696281.95% thick reblue finish shows average handling with area of ripples 
in first 12" of muzzle, good bore, refinished wood stock and ribbed forearm show light handling with 
underlying cracks at wrist and bottom of forearm. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-579 C&R

100

151
Winchester 
1200 Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 27 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN L818449. 95% blue finish shows light/average 
handling with thinning on crisp edges and carry points, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm 
show average handling. 14" LOP. Good condition. 22-578

100

152

Remington 870 
Wingmaster 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 20" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cyl bore choke, SN 290798V. 75% blue finish shows moderate handling, 
good bore, rifle sights, wood stock and ribbed forearm shows moderate handling with large chip missing 
on lower left front corner of wrist and Pennsylvania State Police property ticket (former duty weapon) on 
right side of butt stock. 13 7/8" LOP, Fair condition. 22-550

100

153

Remington 
Model 10A 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 24 1/2" bbl, adjustable poly choke, SN U163757. 75% blue finish shows general thinning with 
areas of loss at carry points on receiver, good bore, woodstock shows older refinish with light handling 
and ill fitting butt plate, ribbed forearm shows average handling and has 4 small brass nail repairs, 
leather sling. 13 3 /4" LOP. Good condition. 22-682

80

154
H&R/Hawk 1871 
Pardner Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN NZ885589. 90% matte black finish shows 3" abrasion on 
right side of muzzle, with areas of scuffs and light scratches and a few scattered light freckles, good bore, 
vent rib, receiver drilled and tapped for scope checkered synthetic stock and forearms show average 
handling. 13 5/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-601

100

155
Retay GPS 
Tactical Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tubes (3 included), SN P20112309. 99% matte black finish shows 
only very light handling, good bore, checkered synthetic stock and tactical style forearm show no 
handling. 14 3/8" LOP. with factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-693

150

156
Escort/Hatsan 
Slugger Pump 
Action Shotgun

12 Ga.18" bbl, 3" chamber,cyl bore choke, SN 803397. 99% matte black finish shows only very light 
handling, good bore, tactical style synthetic stock and forearm show no handling. 14 3/8" LOP, with 
papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-559

150

157

Black Aces 
Tactical/BA Tac 
Pro Series L 
Lever Action 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, choke tubes (3 included), SN 21-LA16378.100% matte nickel finish, good 
bore, wood stock and forearm show no handling. 14 1/4" LOP. With pistol grips and factory hard case. 
Appears new in case. Excellent condition. 22-498

150
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158

Ansley H Fox XE 
Grade With 
Letter SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Imp chokes, SN 30847. 98% blue finish shows light rubbing on 
barrels from forearm, good bores, engraved breeches, solid rib with orange front bead and white mid 
bead, right barrel marked Chromox fluid compressed steel and left barrel marked Made by A H Fox Gun 
Co Phila, PA, USA, full coverage engraved receiver shows traces of case color finish, ejectors, single 
trigger, high figured checkered wood stock and wide beavertail forearm show light handling, solid red 
rubber recoil pad. 13 5/8" LOP. With Fox letter, hang tag and copy of original specs dated 1923 showing 
shotgun was shipped to Watte Hardware co. Very good condition 22-586 C&R

500

159
A H Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

20 Ga. 26" bbls, Full/Mod chokes, SN 260955. 90% blue finish on barrels shows general thinning, good 
bores, solid rib, border engraved receiver shows silver/gray patina with small amounts of case color in 
protected areas, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a small 
crack with nail repair on upper right corner of wrist, red rubber recoil pad shows heavy deterioration, 
LOP 12 5/8 rear trigger and 14" front trigger (measured with deteriorated recoil pad) good condition. 22-
715 C&R

200

160

Parker Bros BHE 
Grade 5 2 Barrel 
Set With Parker 
Letter SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 184247. 99% blue finish on barrels show only very 
light handling, good bores, solid rib, 90% coverage engraved receiver shows fantastic amounts of original 
case color, ejectors, high grade checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling with a few 
shallow dents, engraved forearm hardware shows most of the original case color, second barrel set are 
26" IMP chokes with solid rib and mid bead missing front bead, second matching forearm with case 
colored hardware shows light handling. LOP 13 1/8" reat trigger and 14" front trigger. Comes with Parker 
letter containing the original specs and order/destination info as well as a 5/93 hand written invoice from 
a former Pa. firearms dealer. Very good condition. 22-585 C&R

500

161
J P Sauer & Sohn 
Essen SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 28 1/2" bbls, Full/Full chokes, SN 343252. 98% blue finish on barrels shows light handling with a 
few small freckles, good bores, solid rib with single bead, full coverage engraved receiver with Greener 
cross bolt style lock up, shows 90% case color finish, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with toe and heel guards in lieu of full butt plate, European style sling loops on belly of 
stock and barrel under rib, LOP 13 1/4" reat trigger and 14 1/4" front trigger. Very good condition. 22-
584 C&R

300

162

Ernst Thalmann
/CAI Merkel 
Suhl Model 125 
SxS Shotgun

12 Ga, 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 815877. 90% blue finish on barrels shows average 
handling with areas of thinning and loss on edges of rib, good bores, bottom of right barrel marked CIA 
Georgia VT. Made in Germany Merkel Suhl 12 Ga. 125. breach of left barrel marked Ernst Thalmann-
Werk Suhl Made in GDR. Receiver shows 40% case color finish, extractors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show moderate handling with small cracks in rear of forearm, safety markings scratched in top 
of wrist, missing rear sling loop, broken butt plate. LOP 13 1/2 rear trigger and 14 3/8 front trigger. Good 
condition. 22-604

100

163

Cresent 
Firearms Co 
New Empire SxS 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 30" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN S13821. 75% blue finish on barrels with moderate
/heavy freckling, good bores, solid rib, receiver shows 40% case color finish, extractors, checkered wood 
stock and forearm show moderate handling with deep chip on left side behind pistol grip. LOP 13 1/4" 
rear trigger and 14 1/4" front trigger. Good condition. 22-747 C&R

100

164

Weatherby 
Orion Sporting 
With Set Of Sub 
Caliber Inserts 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" ported barrels, 2 3/4" chambers, 9 choke tubes included, SN E011640. 99% blue finish on 
barrels shows only light handling, good bores, vent rib with mid bead, ejectors, engraved white receiver 
with gold fill engraved clay targets on bottom, checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling 
with a small dent on left side in checkered panel above pistol grip, adjustable recoil pad set at 14 1/4" 
LOP, comes with set of 28 Ga. Briley full length sub caliber inserts with good bores and 2 choke tubes. 
Very good condition. 22-661

500

165

Browning 
Superposed 
Diana Grade 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 74737. 95% blue finish on barrels shows thinning 
on rib and muzzle with small area of light freckles on left side of barrel web near muzzle, vent rib with 
mid bead, full coverage engraved (signed by FN Master engraver Charles Legiers) white receiver with 
ejectors, gold tone trigger shows moderate loss to plating, high grade checkered wood stock and forearm 
shows very light handling. LOP 14 1/4". Very Good condition. 22-582 C&R

800

166
Browning Citori 
Grade VI Over
/Under Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, invector chokes 3 included, SN 14230PNS43. 98% blue finish on barrels 
shows light handling with small 1/4" area of oxidation on left side of muzzle on top barrel, vent rib with 
mid bead, engraved white receiver with gold ducks on right side, pheasants on left side and bird dog on 
bottom, ejectors, engraved trigger guard with gold Quail, wide serrated gold tone target trigger, high 
grade checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of light scratches on left side 
of butt stock. Browning luggage style case. LOP 14 3/8" Very good condition. 22-583

500

167
Browning Citori 
Grade 1 Over
/Under Shotgun

20 Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Imp/Imp chokes, SN 03880PZ1C3. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with thinning on carry points of receiver, good bores, vent rib with mid bead, engraved receiver 
with ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 14 3/8" LOP. Good condition. 
22-659

300

168
Browning Citori 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 29477H57. 98% blue finish shows light handling with 
a few small areas of light freckling on left side of barrels, good bores, low vent rib , ejectors, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling. 14 1/4" LOP. Good condition. 22-581

300

169

CZ/JTK 
Industries 
Model 501.2 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 27 1/2" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Ful/Mod chokes, SN 3-501.2-00773. 98% blue finish shows thinning 
on most carry points and scattered light freckles, good bores, vent rib, engraved receiver with duck on 
right side and rabbit on left side, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with European style sling loops. LOP 13 1/4" rear trigger and 14 1/4" front trigger. Good condition. 22-783

300
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170
Marlin Model 90 
Over/Under 
Shotgun

12 Ga, 30" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN F934. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with 
areas of loss on carry points of receiver, good bores, serrated non glare barrel stripe, extractors, wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with cracks and repairs on wrist with good bullseye. LOP 13 1
/4" rear trigger and 14 1/8" front trigger. Good condition. 22-701 C&R

150

171
Rare Winchester 
101SR Boar Rifle
/Shotgun

12 Ga, 25" bbls, 3" chamber, IM choke over 7x57 Mauser, SN AMS-33EX. 98% blue finish on barrels, good 
bores, open rifle sights with folding rear, 1/4 rib on top barrel, European quick release scope rings and 
mounts, engraved white receiver with pheasants on left side, deer on right side and boar on bottom, 
ejector on shotgun barrel and extractor on rifle barrel, single selective trigger, high figured checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 9/16" LOP. Very good condition. 22-567 C&R

500

172 Zeiss Rifle Scope Diatal-C 4x32 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, rubberized eye piece and front bell, body shows 
minor ring marks. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

173
Revelation 
Model 336 Bolt 
Action Shotgun

.410 Ga, 23 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke, SN A094180. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with 
areas of light freckling, good bore, wood stock shows older refinish with light handling. Good condition. 
22-707

80

174
Browning BT99 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 32" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 71D04681. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with 
areas of lose on lower edges of receiver, good bore,vent rib with mid bead, engraved receiver with 
ejector, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a small crack at wrist on left 
side. 14 3/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-580

250

175 Lefever Single 
Shot Shotgun

16 Ga, 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, cyl choke, SN 5131. dark gray patina on barrel, good bore, engraved 
(Ithaca's Duck pattern) receiver shows silver patina, ejector, shallow home checkered wood stock and 
forearm show older refinish with nail repair on top left side of wrist. 13 1/4" LOP Good condition. C&R 22-
542

50

176

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 37 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12 Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of 
scattered freckling, good bore, thumbprint hammer, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 
7/8" LOP. Good condition. 22-541

50

177

Harrington & 
Richardson 
Topper Jr Model 
490 Single Shot 
Shotgun

20 Ga, 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN AF208412. 90% blue finish on barrel shows moderate 
freckling, good bore, case color receiver shows moderate freckling with ejector, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling. 13" LOP. Good condition. 22-733

50

178

Sporting Arms 
Snake Charmer 
II Single Shot 
Shotgun

.410 Ga, 18" bbl, 3" chamber, cyl choke, SN 47033. matte stainless finish shows moderate handling, good 
bore, side mounted safety, plastic thumb hole stock and forearm show moderate handling with butt 
stock ammo trap to hold 4 rounds of 410 ammo. Overall length 28 1/2" with 9 1/2" LOP. Good condition. 
22-754

50

179
Sako/Stoeger 
L61R Finnbear 
Bolt Action Rifle

.270, 24 3/8" bbl, SN 518172. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, engraved floor plate 
and trigger guard with silver fill, skip line checkered wood stock shows light handling with Bear head 
pistol grip cap. 22-656

300

180

Browning A Bolt 
Stainless With 
BOSS System 
Bolt Action Rifle

300 Win Mag, 24" bbl, Sn 28621NV857. matte stainless finish shows average handling, adjustable BOSS 
system (Ballistic optimized shooting system) good bore, Simmons 3-10x44 Wide angle rifle scope with 
duo-plex reticle and clear optics, mounted on Leupold style rings and bases, checkered synthetic stock 
shows average handling with nylon sling. Good condition. 22-654

300

181
Browning A Bolt 
Gold Medallion 
Bolt Action Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN 80102NZ2G7. 100% blue finish shows no handling, good bore, engraved receiver 
marked Gold Medallion on left side with gold fill, Leupold style scope bases, engraved floor plate, Highly 
figured checkered wood stock shows average handling with a few light scratches, rosewood pistol grip 
and forearm caps with gold line spacers, forearm sling stud shows minor oxidation. Good condition. 22-
489

300

182 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

3-9 Vari-X II, with duo-plex reticle and clear optics, Leupold style rings, flip up caps, removed from prior 
lot. Good condition. 40

183
Remington 700 
BDL Bolt Action 
Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN 6801360. 98% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on front edges of 
receiver and scratches on hinged floor plate, good bore, jeweled bolt, Tasco (Japan) 629A 3-9 rifle scope 
with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver rings, checkered high gloss wood stock shows 
average handling with a couple nicks around sling studs, Good condition. 22-570

250

184
Remington 700 
ADL Bolt Action 
Rifle

7mm Rem Mag, 24" bbl, SN 6271901. 95% blue finish shows average handling with area of loss on left 
side of receiver at loading gate and thinning on breech and front of receiver, good bore, jeweled bolt, 
Weaver style 2 piece scope bases, checkered wood stock shows average handling with chip in front of 
rear sling stud. Good condition. 22-573

250

185
Hard To Find 
Weatherby Rifle 
Scope

2 3/4-10X with fine crosshairs and clear optics and Weaver rings. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition. 40

186

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 70 
Featherweight 
Bolt Action Rifle

.243 Win, 21 1/2" bbl, SN 452322. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few scattered light freckles 
on barrel, good bore, hooded front sight and folding rear, Leupold style engraved scope rings and bases, 
custom checkered wood stock with skip line checkering and carved white oak leaves, exaggerated right 
side cheek piece and pistol grip. Very good condition. 22-572 C&R

250

187
Bushnell High 
Contrast Rifle 
Scope

4-12x40 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40
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188
Scarce CZ 550 
Safari Magnum 
Bolt Action Rifle

.416 Rigby, 25 1/4" bbl, SN A046187. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, flip up rear 
sight leaves for 200 and 300 yards with fixed 100 yard leaf, hooded front sight, hinged floor plate, 
checkered wood stock with schnabel style forearm and camel back comb shows no handling with one 
small dent on right side behind safety lever, consignor states rifle is unfired with papers. Very good 
condition. Thinking of a dangerous game hunt in Africa? This rifle would love to tag along. 22-551

500

189 .416 Rigby 
Ammo 8 rounds .416 Rigby ammo unknown bullet weights 20

190
CZ 550 Safari 
Magnum Bolt 
Action Rifle

.375 H&H Magnum, 25" bbl, SN F1351. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
flip up rear sight leaves for 200 and 300 yards with fixed 100 yard leaf, hooded front sight, hinged floor 
plate, checkered wood stock with schnabel style forearm and camel back comb shows light handling, 
very good condition. The .375 H&H Mag is one of the most popular calibers for African safaris 22-784

500

191
Ruger American 
Hunter Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5 Creedmoor, 22" bbl, SN 690819250. 98% matte black finish shows areas of minor rubbing, very good 
bore, flash hider, receiver mounted Picatinny rail, Magpul synthetic stock shows light handling, Caldwell 
collapsible bipod, 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-681

200

192 Ruger American 
Bolt Action Rifle

.308 Win, 22" bbl, SN 690875035. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
receiver mounted Picatinny rail, synthetic stock shows no handling, new unfired with 1-4 rnd magazine, 
papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-590

150

193 Ruger American 
Bolt Action Rifle

.308 Win, 22" bbl, SN 690875037. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, 
receiver mounted Picatinny rail, synthetic stock shows no handling, new unfired with 1-4 rnd magazine, 
papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-589

150

194 Ruger American 
Bolt Action Rifle

6.5 Creedmoor, 20" bbl, SN 690621023. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, very good 
bore, threaded muzzle, receiver mounted Picatinny rail, synthetic stock shows no handling, new unfired 
with 1-4 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-695

150

195

Hard To Find 
Caliber Savage 
Model 342 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22 Hornet, 22" bbl, NSN. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of light freckling, good bore, 
factory sights have been removed (not included) to allow for scope clearance, Vintage Nichols 4-12 scope 
with duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver side mount and rings, wood stock shows 
average handling, 1-4 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-571 C&R

250

196
Savage Model 
11 Left Hand 
Bolt Action Rifle

.308 Win, 22" bbl, SN K002685. 65% tan paint finish shows areas of lose with white primer showing 
through and areas of finish chipping to the original blue finish, fair bore, jeweled bolt, wear style scope 
mounts, synthetic stock shows tan paint finish with white Punisher skull on left side of butt and Rebel 
flag on right side, 1-4 rnd magazine. Fair condition. 22-709

150

197

Savage 
Springfield 
Model 840 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.222 Rem, 24" bbl, SN 155169. 95% blue finish shows moderate freckling, good bore, plain wood stock 
shows average handling, no magazine. Good condition. 22-737 100

198

Mauser (BYF 
code) Model 98 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

219 Donaldson Wasp, 25" heavy bbl, SN 63509. 98% reblue finish shows light handling with area of loss 
on bolt handle, good bore, Waffanant on left side of receiver ring, barrel mounted scope mounts, sporter 
style wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-785

100

199
.219 Donaldson 
Wasp Ammo 
And Brass

Approx 60 rnds custom reloads made from 32 Win Special brass, approx 60 rnds custom reloads made 
from 30-30 Win brass and approx 100 pieces unprimed brass made from 30-30 Win brass. 120 rnds total 
reloads for components only.

40

200
Erfurt KAR 98 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

8mm, 24" bbl, SN 3457. 95% reblue finish shows average handling with small areas of oxidation around 
sight bases and rear receiver ring, good bore, intact military sights, receiver ring dated 1916, cut down 
laminated wood stock shows average handling missing through bolt, stock buttons and butt plate. Good 
condition. 22-780 C&R

100

200A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

201

Eddystone 
Model 1917 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 23" bbl, SN 874643. 95% reblue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckles, top of 
barrel breech marked with eagle head and flaming bomb, receiver shows a dark plum color and marked 
on left side with flaming bomb, good bore, ME gage shows 00, Lyman rear peep sight mounted on rear 
receiver ring, sporter style wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-680 C&R

100

202

Eddystone 
Model 1917 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 22 1/4" bbl, SN 1287331. 80% blue finish shows very thin, good bore, ME gauge reads 00, left side 
of breech marked with eagle head over k4 and FK with flaming bomb on top, cut down barrel, Weaver 
style scope mounts, woodstock shows average handling with leather sling. Good condition. 22-566 C&R

100

203 Redfield Rifle 
Scope

3-9 with wide angle, duo-plex reticle and clear optics with Weaver rings. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition. 40

204

Terni (FAT code) 
Carcano 1941 
Long Rifle 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5x52, 27" bbl, SN A19657. Gray brown patina on barrel with receiver and magazine well showing 50% 
thin blue finish, fair bore, intact military sights, sporterized wood stock shows average handling, missing 
butt stock side sling mounting hardware, leather sling. Good condition. 22-711 C&R

80

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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205

Sante Fe/Golden 
State Arms 
Enfield Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

.303 Britt, 22" bbl, SN 457461. 98% reblue finish causing most of the markings to become unreadable, 
good bore, checkered wood sporter style stock shows light handling with ill fitting rubber recoil pad, 1-6 
rnd shorty magazine. Good condition. 22-679

100

206

Desirable 
Savage Model 
99 Lever Action 
Rifle

.250-3000, 24" bbl, SN 554106. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckling, 
good bore, jeweled bolt, vintage Weaver KV rifle scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics mounted 
with Redfield rings and base, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a fine crack 
on right side of butt stock at rear of tang. Good condition. 22-574 C&R

250

207
Winchester 
Model 88 Lever 
Action Rifle

.308 Win, 21 3/4" bbl, SN 166485A. 98% blue finish shows a few scattered light freckles and small areas 
of oxidation around scope base edges, good bore, Leupold style scope rings and base, hooded front sight, 
checkered wood stock with carved white oak leaves shows average handling, 1-4 rnd magazine and 
tooled leather sling. Good condition. 22-653 C&R

350

208 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X III 2.5-8 with duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows light ring marks. Removed from prior 
lot. Good condition. 40

209
Winchester 
Model 94 Lever 
Action Rifle

.30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 2856574. 85% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning with areas of 
abrasions and light freckling, good bore, receiver shows silver/gray patina with small areas of blue finish, 
wood stock and forearm shows moderate handling with multiple dents and nicks, missing forearm sling 
stud. Good condition. 22-797 C&R

150

210

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 94 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 2436690. 98% blue finish shows average small area of discoloration on left side 
of receiver and area of light freckles on lower rear corners, good bore, hooded front sight, wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with several shallow dents and scratches. Good condition. 22-663 
C&R

150

211

Winchester
/Miroku/BACO 
Model 1892 
Limited Series 
Takedown 
Deluxe Lever 
Action Rifle

44-40 Win, 20" octagon bbl, SN 00132MP92A. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, high 
grade checkered wood stock and forearm shows no handling. Appears unfired with papers and factory 
cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-496

200

212

Stoeger/Uberti 
1860 Henry 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.45 LC, 24 1/4" Octagon bbl, SN W46211. 100% blue finish on barrel and mag tube, very good bore, brass 
receiver shows light handling with some tarnished areas, 100% case color on lever and hammer, flip up 
ladder style rear sight, wood stock shows no handling, appears unfired with papers. Very good condition. 
22-490

350

213
Marlin 336 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.35 Rem, 20" bbl, SN 72105965. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of small abrasions 
and light freckling, good bore, Weaver style 1 piece scope mount, right side removable hammer 
extension, wood stock and forearm show average handling with leather sling. Good condition. 22-569

250

214 Weaver Rifle 
Scope K-3 60C with fine cross hairs and clear optics, Weaver rings. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

215
Marlin Model 93 
Lever Action 
Rifle

.30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 6764. Dark gray patina on barrel, good bore, receiver shows mostly white with 
traces of case color finish, wood stock and forearm show average handling with a few small chips in 
edges of butt plate, good stock bullseye. Good condition. 22-713 C&R

250

216
Marlin Gelnfield 
Model 30 Lever 
Action Rifle

.35 Rem, 20" bbl, SN AB30693. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, Weaver style scope 
mount, right side removable hammer extension, lever tends to hang up when cycling, wood stock (poor 
fit to upper and lower tang) shows average handling with small crack and chip missing on right side of 
upper tang, unattached butt plate, unattached unfinished replacement forearm (still need final inletting 
on barrel channel) and unattached front barrel band. Fair condition. 22-662

100

217

Remington 
Engraved Model 
7600 Pump 
Action Rifle

.30-06, 22" bbl, SN B8327109. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, very good bore, engraved 
receiver with Bear scene on left side and Whitetail deer on right, high gloss checkered wood stock and 
forearm show light handling with small area of denting on right rear corner of forearm, nylon sling, 1-4 
rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-782

250

218
Ruger Mini 14 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

5.56 Nato, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 584-67499. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, checkered 
synthetic stock shows no handling,1-5 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-591

300

219
Ruger Mini 14 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.223, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 183-08234. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, black plastic 
ventilated handguard, wood stock shows light handling. Nylon sling, No magazine. Good condition. 22-
745

300

220
Winchester 
1885 Low Wall 
Single Shot Rifle

.22 Hornet (rebarreled) 26" heavy barrel, NSN. 99% blue finish on barrel, good bore, 85% blue finish on 
receiver shows average handling with area of light abrasions on receiver ring at breech, removable front 
sight level and additional front sight insert, rear tang mounted diopter peep sight, checkered wood stock 
and schnable style forearm show average handling. Good condition. 22-658

250

221
Ruger #1 
Bicentennial 
Single Shot Rifle

22-250, 24" bbl, SN 130-20614. 99% blue finish shows only light handling, very good bore, left side of 
barrel marked Made in the 200th year of American Liberty, two piece scope mounts on barrel, adjustable 
trigger, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a few shallow dents on butt 
stock. Very good condition. 22-575

300

222 Unertl Rifle 
Scope

BV-20 with fine crosshairs, clear optics, threaded aluminum caps and rings. Removed from prior lot. 
Good condition. 100
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223
Ruger 10/22 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 0008-56718. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, wood stock 
shows no handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-743 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

224
Ruger 10/22 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 231-71842. 98% blue finish shows only a small area of light freckles on right side of 
barrel 2" forward of forearm, good bore, wood stock shows average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. Very 
good condition. 22-744 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

100

225
Savage Model 
A22 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR, 22" bbl, SN 3573378. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered light freckles, 
good bore, Weaver style scope bases, synthetic stock shows light handling, 1-10rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-710 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

80

226

Remington 
Model 597 Mag 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22WMR, 20" bbl, SN 2940596M. 98% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, Cabela's 
CS22 Mag scope 3-6 with Duo-plex ranging reticle and clear optics, synthetic stock shows average 
handling. 1-8rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-740 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

227
Mossberg 702 
Plinkster Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 18" bbl, SN ETB4358717. 100% blue finish on barrel, good bore, 100% black paint finish on receiver, 
synthetic stock shows only very light handling. 1-25 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-501 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

228
Winchester 
Model 77 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22L, 22" bbl, SN 128858. 99% blue finish shows only a few scattered light freckles, good bore, wood 
stock shows moderate handling, No magazine. Good condition. 22-739 C&R 80

229
Armalite AR7 
Explorer Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR, 16" bbl, SN 97197. 90% blue finish shows moderate handling with scratches, good bore, marbled 
black/brown plastic storage stock shows moderate scratching, 1-8 rnd magazine. Take down design 
entire barrel and receiver fit inside the stock for storage. Good condition. 22-606 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

80

230
Marlin Model 
60SSK Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR, 18" bbl, SN 96480543. Stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered synthetic 
stock shows average handling with area of deep abrasions on left side of butt, missing magazine tube 
spring and plunger rod. Good condition. .22-607

50

230A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

231
Rossi/CBC RS22 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.22LR, 18" bbl, SN 7CA043564L.100% blue finish on barrel and black painted receiver, good bore, fiber 
optic sights, synthetic stock show no handling. No magazine. Good condition. 22-742 50

232
GSG/ATI GSG-
522 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.22LR HV, 16 1/4" bbl, SN A456421. 95% blue finish shows scuffs and scratches on false suppressor, good 
bore, Picatinny rail mounted on receiver, synthetic stock and pistol grip show no handling, 1-22 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-594 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

233
Marlin Model 88 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 24" bbl, NSN 85% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckling, good bore, 
wood stock shows average handling, leather sling. Good condition. 22-565 80

234
Anschutz/GSI 
Model 1903 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22LR, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 3180662 DE. 100% blue finish shows no handling, very good bore, dovetailed 
muzzle and receiver for sight/optic mounting, ribbed wood target stock with adjustable butt plate and 
comb shows no handling, removable forearm bench block mounted in aluminum attachment rail. 
Excellent condition. 22-660

250

235
Mossberg 
Model 144LSB 
Bolt Action Rifle

22LR, 27 1/4" heavy bbl, SN 926063. 98% blue finish shows a small nick in barrel on right side 9 1/2'" 
from muzzle and a few scattered freckles, good bore, Redfield side mounted rear target peep sight with 
globe front, heavy wood target style stock with aluminum forearm attachment rail shows average 
handling, 1-7rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-683 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

236
Springfield 
Model 15 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22S,L,LR, 22" bbl, NSN. Dark brown patina, good bore, wood stock shows average handling, Good 
condition. 22-807 C&R 80

237
Savage Model 
93R17 Bolt 
Action Rifle

.17HMR, 20 3/4" bbl, SN 3808231. 99% matte black finish shows only a small scratch on left side of 
receiver along top edge of stock, good bore, Weaver style scope bases, checkered wood stock show no 
handling, 1-5rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Very good condition. 
22-694

100

238
Savage Sporter 
23AA Bolt 
Action Rifle

.22LR, 23 1/4" bbl, 144752. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckling, good bore, 
Redfield receiver mounted peep sight, wood stock with schnabel style forearm shows average handling. 
1-5rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-751 C&R

80

239 Savage Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

22LR, 23 1/4" bbl, SN 54956. Dark brown patina, good bore, Bushnell Sportview 3-9 rifle scope with Duo-
plex reticle and clear optics, missing magazine release, wood stock with schnabel style forearm shows 
average handling. 1-5rnd magazine (missing bottom plate and stuck in rifle due to missing mag release) 
Fair condition. 22-714 C&R

60

240
Remington 
Model 514 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, SN 687431. 95% blue finish shows scattered light freckles with a few small scratches on 
receiver around loading port, good bore, wood stock shows average handling. Good condition 22-568 
C&R

60
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241

Stevens 70 
Visible Loading 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 22" bbl, SN K884. Dark brown patina, good bore, vintage Weaver B4 rifle scope mounted with 
side mount base, fine crosshairs and clear optics, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling. 
Good condition. 22-560 C&R

100

242

Stevens 70 
Visible Loading 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 22" bbl, SN B879. 95% blue finish on barrel shows scattered freckling, good bore, receiver show 
dull gray patina, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling. Good condition. 22-795 C&R 100

243

Winchester 
Model 1890 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22 Short, 24" Octagon barrel, SN 535970A. Dark brown patina with areas of oxidation, fair bore, wood 
stock and ribbed forearm show moderate handling with areas of refinish on wrist. Good condition. 22-
492 C&R

100

244

Remington 
Feildmaster 572 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 1969677. Brown/gray patina on barrel good bore, 80% black paint finish on 
receiver shows loss on most crisp edges and average handling, wood stock and ribbed forearm show 
average handling with multiple chips on butt plate edges. Good condition. 22-605

100

245
Colt 1911A1 US 
Army Semi 
Automatic PIstol

45 ACP, 5"bbl, SN 854428. 98% possible reblue finish shows thinning on crisp edges with a shadow/fade 
line across the front 2 1/2" of the muzzle, the rampant Colt stamping on center left side of slide is very 
shallow and missing 80% of the detail, good bore, right side of frame marked United States Property 
M1911A1 with the crossed cannon Ordnance inspection stamp at upper rear corner of grip, left side of 
frame marked G H D ( Guy H Drewry inspector from SN 845000-2360600 ) left side of barrel marked Colt 
45 Auto above barrel link and barrel link marked with P on left side above hinge pin, skip checkered 
wood grips show light handling, 2-7rnd magazines, leather holster on leather ammo belt. Good 
condition. 22-726 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

500

246

Colt 1911 WWII 
Commemorative 
Asiatic/Pacific 
Theater Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 4312PTO, 99% high polished nickel finish shows only a small area of loss on top of 
barrel breech near caliber marking, good bore, engraved slide marked World War II Commemorative 
Pacific Theater of Operation on right side and Pearl Harbor Coral Sea Corregidor Guadal canal Tarawa 
Saipan Leyte Gulf Iwo Jima Okinawa Tokyo on right, wood grips show no handling with Gold Colt 
medallion on each panel, 7 dummy rounds, wood/glass display case with locking drawer and Tokyo Bay 
Sept 2 1945 picture on inside of wood lid. 1-7 rnd magazine Very good condition. 22-556 C&R

500

247
BYF 42 (Mauser) 
P08 Luger Semi 
Automatic PIstol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 7327. 50% original blue finish shows moderate handling with loss on most edges and 
area of abrasion on rear left side of barrel and side plate, good bore, matching numbers on frame, barrel, 
receiver, side plate, sear bar, extractor, and middle and rear toggle links, waffanants on right side of 
receiver and barrel, checkered wood grips show average handling , 2-8rnd magazines. Good condition. 
22-727 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

300

248

DWM (Deutsch 
Waffen 
Munitions) P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 8354. 60% old reblue on receiver dark gray patina on most other surfaces, with areas of 
underlying pitting, good bore, no matching numbers, checkered wood grips show average handling, 2-8 
rnd magazines, takedown tool and reproduction Fischer 1939 waffenant marked leather holster. Good 
condition. 22-609 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

300

249
Nagoya Type 14 
Nambu Semi 
Automatic Pistol

8x22 Nambu, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 40519. Dark gray patina, very good bore, ribbed wood grips show average 
handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-668 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

250
CZ Model 83 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm Browning/.380 ACP, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 170346. 85% satin nickel finish shows areas of flaking, good 
bore, right side of frame marked she90 with crossed swords (military proof) checkered plastic grips show 
average handling, 1- 13 rnd magazine and cardboard box. Good condition. 22-613 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

251
CZ/PW Arms 
M82 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9x18 (9mm Makarov) 3 3/4" bbl, SN 173646. 95% thick black finish shows average handling with area of 
loss on front grip strap at base of trigger guard, good bore, right side of frame marked she 90 with 
crossed swords (military proof) checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-12 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-760 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

100

252
CZ Model 52 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.62x25, 4 5/8" bbl, SN J11970. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on front corners of slide, 
good bore, left side of frame marked r i d (designates military manufacture) and right side marked with 
military crossed sword proof and 53 for (1953 manufacture date) checkered wood grips show very light 
handling, 2-8rnd magazines and leather holster with cleaning rod. Very good condition. 22-687 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

253
CZ/PW Arms 
Model 52 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.62x254 5/8" bbl, SN 11761. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, top rib of slide is 
marked with 2 small punch marks (accuracy dots) and VOZ75 behind front sight (designating Military 
repair) right side of frame marked with military crossed sword proof and 54 (1954 manufacture date) left 
side of frame marked r i d (designates military manufacturer) ribbed grips show average handling on 
right scale and heavy handling on left scale, 2-8 rnd magazines and leather holster with cleaning rod. 
Good condition. 22-763 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

150
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254

CZ/FNH German 
Marked Model 
27 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.65, 3 7/8" bbl, SN 376388, 85% blue finish turning a dark brown patina with areas of freckling, good 
bore, waffanant on top rib of slide just forward of rear sight, checkered brown plastic grips show average 
handling, 2-8rnd magazines and leather holster marked 1942 with waffanant on back. Good condition. 
22-755 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

150

255

FNH German 
Marked Model 
27 Semi 
Autonmatic 
Pistol

7.65, 3 7/8" bbl, SN 447717. Nickel finish shows areas of light peeling on lower edges of slide and 
moderate scratching on frame, good bore, waffanant on top rib of slide just forward of rear sight, 
checkered brown plastic grips show average handling with a few small chips on bottom edges, 2-8rnd 
magazines and leather holster. Good condition. 22-764 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

256 CZ VZ24 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

.380 ACP, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 189540. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with area of abrasions around 
ejection port, good bore, right side of frame marked J, a rearing lion 37 CET, brown checkered plastic 
grips show average handling with 1-8rnd magazine and leather holster. Good condition. 22-762 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

257
Springfield M1 
Garand Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30-06, 24" bbl, SN 5442440. 95% green/gray parkerized finish shows average handling, fair bore, ME 
gauge reads 00, barrel marked SA 11 54 P with ping, wood stock shows moderate handling with eagle 
proof on left side above rear trigger guard leg and circle P under wrist. Good condition. 22-734 C&R

500

258
Winchester M1 
Garand Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30-06, 24" bbl, SN 2334265. 95% gray parkerized finish shows average handling, good bore, ME gauge 
reads 00, barrel marked SA 12 50, wood stock shows light handling with the only proof being an uncircled 
P under wrist. Canvas sling. Good condition. 22-735 C&R

500

259

National Postal 
Meter M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 4210738. 98% blue finish shows light handling, barrel marked Inland Div General 
Motors 5-44, good bore, wood stock shows light handling with boxed SA proof on left side above trigger, 
canvas sling, 1-15 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-685 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

260
Inland Div M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 244306. 98% gray/brown finish shows average handling, barrel marked Inland 
Div General Motors 11-42, good bore, early style flip up rear peep sight, wood stock shows average 
handling with canvas sling, canvas stock magazine pouch marked USMC Boyt 1944 and 2-15 rnd 
magazines. Good condition. 22-665 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

261
Inland Div M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 252430. 98% gray/green finish shows average handling, barrel marked Inland Div 
General Motors 5-43, good bore, wood stock shows average handling marked with small 8 stamped 
behind upper tang and boxed proof on left side above trigger, canvas sling and 1-15 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-736 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

300

262
Inland Div M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 2934344. 95% green/gray finish shows moderate handling with areas of 
moderate freckling on barrel, barrel marked IBM Corp 9-43 with flaming bomb, good bore, early style flip 
up rear peep sight, wood stock shows moderate handling marked with circle P on pistol grip and circled 
crossed cannons on right side of butt just forward of sling pocket, canvas sling and 1-15 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 22-741 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

263
Winchester M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 5590460. 95% gray/brown finish shows moderate handling, barrel marked Rock-
ola, good bore, wood stock shows average handling with a small crack on right side behind sling pocket 
marked with boxed star proof on left side just forward of sling pocket, 1-15 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-746 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

300

264

Iver Johnson M1 
Carbine Omaha 
Beach/D-Day 
commemorative 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.30 Carbine, 18 1/4" bbl, SN DD09778. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of freckling on 
barrel, good bore, wood stock shows average handling with a couple of dents on hand guard and carved 
D-Day Omaha Beach scene on right side just forward of sling pocket, 1-15 rnd magazine. Good condition. 
22-781 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

200

265

Chinese 26
/Navy Arms SKS 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x39, 20 3/8" bbl, SN B10201. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of receiver showing 
thin gray, good bore, left side of receiver marked with 26 in triangle (made in chinese factory 26) right 
side shows a very hard to read Ridgefield NJ import mark, folding blade style bayonet, wood stock shows 
average handling. Good condition. 22-597

200

266

Norinco/ACC 
MAK-90 Sporter 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x39, 16 1/4" bbl, SN 9355761. Matte black finish shows only light scuffing, good bore, milled 
receiver, wood thumb hole stock and forearm shows average handling, 1-5rnd magazine, cleaning rod, 
oil bottle, canvas sling, papers and factory foam and cardboard box. Appears unfired. Very good 
condition.22-676

200

267 CZ VZOR52 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x45, 20 1/2" bbl, SN M67972. 95% green/gray finish shows average handling with thinning on most 
crisp edges, good bore, left side of receiver marked she with crossed swords (Czech military acceptance 
stamp) and a date of 54, unique 10 1/2" double edged side folding bayonet, matching number 
woodstock shows average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine with crossed sword proof, Good condition. 22-
777 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

200
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268
CZ VZOR 52/57 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x39, 20 1/2" bbl, SN JO39870. 98% green/gray finish with black paint finish on upper handguard and 
top cover shows average handling, good bore, left side of receiver marked she with crossed swords 
(Czech military acceptance stamp) and a date of 59, right side of receiver marked ZV52/57, unique 10 1
/2" double edged side folding bayonet, matching number woodstock shows average handling with small 
crack at right side rear cross bolt, canvas and leather sling, 1-10rnd magazine marked with soviet star. 
Good condition. 22-776 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

269 Sig/CAI K31 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.5x55, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 585905/K3103295K. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp 
edges, good bore, matching numbers on receiver, barrel, bolt and magazine, top of receiver shows clear 
swiss shield, wood stock shows moderate handling with very small swiss shield on right side 3" from butt 
plate. 1-6 rnd magazine.Good condition. 22-779 C&R

200

270
Tokyo Type 38 
Arisaka Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5 Jap, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 68149. 95% blue finish shows scattered light freckles and some loss on top of 
receiver, ground mum, good bore, good dust cover, wood stock shows average handling with typical 
crack from pistol grip to butt plate. Good condition. 22-667 C&R

100

271
Nagoya Type 99 
Arisaka Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

7.7 Jap, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 12961. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with scattered freckles and areas 
of loss on trigger guard and floor plate group, good bore, rear sight missing anti aircraft wings, good 
mum, cut down wood stock shows average handling with crack at cleaning rod channel and on right side 
of butt. Good condition. 22-666 C&R

100

272

Czech CZ/CAI M-
98 (Kriegsmodell 
style) Bolt 
Action Rifle

8mm, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 5275. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most crisp edges, 
good bore, matching numbers on receiver, barrel, bolt handle, safety, forearm nose cap, barrel band, 
floor plate, stock and butt plate, left side under rear sight marked CAI, woodstock shows average 
handling with illegible proof on toe. Good condition. 22-753 C&R

200

273 Czech VZ23 Bolt 
Action Rifle

8mm, 23 1/2" bbl, SN 8892 K3, 95% blue finish on barrel and bayonet lug show scattered light freckles, 
receiver, barrel bands, trigger guard group and all other metal parts show dark brown/gray patina, good 
bore, barrel band and butt stock have double sling loops with 1 set on bell and 1 set on left side, receiver 
ring marked CS, Zavody NA Vyrobu Zbrani Brno in a crescent pattern, left side of receiver ring above SN 
shows some of the Czech markings covered by area of texturing (most likely for export) right lower front 
of receiver ring shows a small proof possibly the Czech Lion, matching numbers on receiver, stock, floor 
plate and bolt handle, wood stock shows heavy handling with crack from butt plate towards rear sling 
loops and stock disk, no cleaning rod. Good condition. 22-752 C&R

200

274
Czech CZ/CAI 
VZ24 Bolt Action 
Rifle

8mm, 23 1/2" bbl, SN D9619. Gray/silver patina, good bore, barrel band and butt stock have double sling 
loops with 1 set on the belly and 1 set on the left side, receiver ring marked with large Rampant Lion, left 
side receiver rail marked Československá Zbrojovka AS Brno VZ24, CAI import marks on right side of 
muzzle, front sight protector, wood stock shows heavy handling with stock disk and leather sling, no 
cleaning rod, non matching numbers. Good condition. 22-778 C&R

200

275
Izhevsk/CAI 
Mosin Nagant 
1944 Carbine

7.62x54R, 20 1/4" bbl, SN 4A3068. 95% blue finish shows areas of light freckles and oxidation around 
front sight with loss on handguard end caps, barrel dated 1946 with hammer and sickle wreath and 
triangle with arrow (Izhevsk ) side folding bayonet, matching numbers on barrel, bolt, stock, butt plate 
and floor plate, CAI import mark on left side of muzzle, Good condition. 22-799 C&R

150

276
St Etienne 1907
/15 Bolt Action 
Rifle

8x50R, 31 1/2" bbl, SN 37735. Dark gray patina, fair bore, older refinish wood shows moderate handling 
with inlaid wood repairs on right side of wrist and forearm just behind nose cap, matching numbers on 
barrel, stock and trigger guard group. This example has the upgraded magazine extension from 3 rounds 
to 5 rounds, leather sling. Good condition. 22-798 C&R

150

277

Torino M1870
/87/16 Vetterli 
Carcano Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5x52.3, 33 1/2" bbl, SN C17736 381885. Dark brown patina, fair bore, long range volley sight, right side 
bayonet stud, receiver has very heavy coating of thick grease, wood stock shows very heavy handling 
with illegible armory seal, fair condition. 22-921 C&R

100

278
Ruger AR-556 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN 1852-65452. 99% matte black finish on barrel sights and recoil tube shows only a 
few light rub marks on recoil tube, 100% bright white cerakote on receiver, forearm and stock, good 
bore, flip up rear sight, collapsible shoulder stock, 1-30 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. 
Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-593 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

279

Anderson 
Manufacturing 
AM-15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.223/Multi, 16 1/8" bbl, SN 16390087. 95% matte black finish shows areas of black paint loss on 
ventilated barrel shroud exposing underlying red color, good bore, Palmetto bolt carrier group, 
collapsible shoulder stock, pistol grip, Sig Sauer Romeos electronic sight (untested), No magazine. Good 
condition. 22-502

250

280

Radical 
Firearms, RF-15 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

7.62x39/Multi, 16 1/8" bbl, SN 2-002861. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good bore, 
ventilated barrel shroud, optics ready with full length tach rail, collapsible shoulder stock, pistol grip, 1-
10rnd magazine, factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-592 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

281
FedArm/FSAAP 
FR-16 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.223 Wylde/Multi, 16 1/8" bbl, SN A00550. 90% matte black finish on barrel, ventilated barrel shroud and 
recoil tube shows areas of moderate scratches and loss on crisp edges, good bore, receiver in the white 
(easy to Cerakote) barrel marked .223 Wylde, collapsible shoulder stock, pistol grip, UTG red/green dot 
scope (untested) 1-30 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-500 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

282
Rock River Arms 
LAR-15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56, 16 1/8" bbl, SN KT1165440. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good bore, A4 style sights, 
round ribbed forearm, collapsible shoulder stock, pistol grip, 1-30 rnd magazine, papers, hard plastic case 
and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent condition. 22-557 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300
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283 IWI Z-15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56/Multi 16 1/4" bbl, SN ZH010608. 98% matte black finish shows only light handling with a few small 
chips on crisp edges, good bore, optics ready with full length tach rail, ventilated barrel shroud, 
collapsible shoulder stock, pistol grip, 1-40 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-595 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

284

CXV/Goodtime 
Outdoors Core-
15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56/Multi, 16 1/4" bbl, SN GTOC046966. 98% matte black finish shows only very light handling, good 
bore, flip up MBUS sights, collapsible shoulder stock (needs repair does not stay locked in position), pistol 
grip, ventilated barrel shroud, folding collapsible bipod, No magazine. Good condition. 22-596

250

285

Aero Precision 
Betsy Ross 
Threaded Lower
/Reciever Set

Multi Cal, SN BRM4-1752. New in box receiver set including both stripped lower and stripped upper, 
100% matte black finish shows no handling, Betsy 76 marked. Excellent condition. 22-673 100

286
Radical 
Firearms, RF-15 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21-067957. Complete stocked lower, new in box, 100% matte black finish with collapsible 
stock and pistol grip. Excellent condition. 22-651 100

287 Radical Firearms 
RF-15 Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21-072032. Complete stocked lower, new in box, 100% matte black finish with collapsible 
stock and pistol grip. Excellent condition. 22-652 100

288 Colt ? AR Upper
5.56, 20" bbl, M4/M16 style upper, 98% matte black finish shows light handling, good bore, barrel 
marked C PM 5.56 1/7, ribbed forearm, complete with charging handle and bolt carrier group. Very good 
condition.

150

289 Composite AR 
Pistol Upper

5.56, 11 3/4" Rosco barrel, good bore, unmarked bolt carrier group and charging handle, Geisele quad 
rail handguard. Good condition. 100

290
Brownells BR-
180M Semi 
Automatic Pistol

223/5.56, 11" bbl, SN 180M-01115. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, good bore, full 
length tach rail with flip up sights and Holosun quick release optics, Daniel Defense pistol grip, brace, 
barrel shroud mounted palm grab. No magazine. Good condition. 22-684

250

291

GSG/American 
Tactical MP40P 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9x19, 10" bbl, SN A905089. 100% matte black finish shows no handling, good bore, ribbed plastic grips 
show no handling, 1-25 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent 
condition. 22-700 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

292
Century Arms 
MKE AP5 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9x19, 9" bbl, SN TO624-21CF04241. 95% matte black finish shows small area of loss on left rear sling loop 
and a few small scratches on left side of receiver, good bore, quick release flash hider, checkered plastic 
forearm and plastic grip show no handling, threaded muzzle, 2-30 rnd magazines, picatinny style optic 
mount included (not installed) cleaning kit, sling, papers and factory plastic case. Appears unfired. Good 
condition. 22-608 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

293
Kel Tec Sub 
2000 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

.40 S&W, 16 1/8" bbl, SN E7T16. 99% blue finish shows only a few light scratches on charging tube and 
small areas of loss on edges of tach rails, good bore, polymer frame/grip shows no handling with 
textured grip sleeve, ventilated forearm/barrel shroud with quad tach rails, sight Mark hologram sight 
(untested) left rail mounted working tach light, uses Glock magazines, 1-10rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-504 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

150

294 Kel Tec RDB 
Bullpup

5.56 Nato, 17 1/4" bbl, SN Z7Y88. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, good bore, threaded 
muzzle, polymer frame/grip shows light handling with abrasion on right side edge of rubber butt plate, 
uses AR mags, 1-30 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-712 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

295
Feather Ind AT9 
Take Down Semi 
Automatic Rifle

9mm, 17" bbl, SN A94704. 98% plum blue finish on receiver with blued barrel show average handling 
with areas of light scratches and small area of oxidation on wire stock rails, good bore, polymer frame
/grip shows light handling, collapsible wire stock, Tasco 1.75-5x20 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear 
optics mounted on picatinny rail, 1-30 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-553 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

296
Hi-Point 4595 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.45 ACP, 17 1/2" bbl, SN R49947. 99% black finish shows a few very light scratches on left side of receiver 
and small area of white paint on right side of muzzle and front sight, good bore, textured polymer frame
/grip shows no handling, picatinny rails mounted on receiver and bottom of forearm with adjustable 
forearm vertical grip, 1-9 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-503 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

297
Hi-Point 1095 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

10mm, 17 1/2" bbl, SN M16199. 99% black finish shows a small scratch on right side of rear sight 
housing, good bore, textured polymer frame/grip shows no handling, picatinny rails mounted on receiver 
and bottom of forearm, missing charging handle, front sight is unfinished (in the white) 1-10rnd 
magazine, sling, papers and incorrect cardboard box. Appears unfired. Very good condition. 22-699 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

298
Hi-Point 995 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

9mm, 16 1/2" bbl, SN F171048. 99% black finish shows light handling with charging handle rub marks and 
minor scratching on front sight, good bore, threaded muzzle, picatinny rails on forearm and receiver, 
workingTasco Red Dot, textured polymer frame/grip shows no handling, sling, factory sights included 
(not installed) 1-20 rnd Red Ball magazine and 1-10 round factory magazine, factory cardboard box. Good 
condition. 22-497 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

150
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299

Charles Daly
/Chiappa N4S 
Bullpup Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 3" chamber, Mod choke tube, 19 3/4" bbl, SN 20CH-00129. 99% matte black finish shows only very 
light handling, good bore, textured polymer frame/grip shows no handling, flip up sights mounted on full 
length tach rail, 3 shorty tach rails at forearm. 1-5 rnd magazine, 3" bushing, factory cardboard box. Good 
condition. 22-499

150

300

Radikal/SDS NK-
1 Bullpup Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 3" chamber,choke tubes (3 included) 18 1/2" bbl, SN 21RB-02541. 99% matte black finish shows 
light handling, good bore, polymer frame/grip shows no handling, flip up sights mounted on full length 
tach rail, forearm tach rail, AR style charging handle, 2-5 rnd magazines, factory cardboard box. Appears 
unfired. Very good condition. 22-558

150

300A CONDITION 
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301
UTAS UTS15 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 21" bbl, 3" chamber, Beretta style cyl bore choke tube, SN US12P08570. Polymer frame/body/grip 
show only light handling, good bore, full length tach rail for easy sight/optics mounting (non included) 
unique 14 rnd twin magazine tube with selector switch lets you chose which tube is feeding ex slugs
/buckshot, Very good condition. 22-505

250

302

Navy Arms 
Italian Colt 
Patterson 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 9" bbl, SN 113, 95% blue finish shows average handling with scattered nicks on edges and a few light 
freckles and moderate cylinder dragline, good bore, engraved cylinder, date code AE (1979) wood grips 
show average handling. Good condition. Antique.

150

303

Uberti 1848 Colt 
Baby Dragoon 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 4" bbl, SN A28677. 60% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder shows moderate handling with 
most of the right side having the finish cleaned away, good bore, 80% case color frame, hammer and 
loading lever, date code BS (2002) brass backstrap and trigger guard show minor tarnishing, wood grips 
show average handling. Good condition. Antique

100

304
Rare D D Cone 
Spur Trigger 
Revolver

.32 Rimfire, 4" bbl, SN 1153, 98% very thick reblue finish on barrel, cylinder and loading gate, good bore, 
frame shows 95% plumb color finish, barrel is marked D D Cone Washington DC a trade name that was 
used by William Uhlinger in Philadelphia as a disguise in a attempt to avoid legal issues from the Rollin 
White/Smith and Wesson patent for bored through cylinders. Uhlinger made approx 10,000 of these 
revolvers from 1861-1865 before a lawsuit from Smith & Wesson put an end to his gun making business, 
the spring loaded removable rod under the barrel is to be used as a manual ejector rod to remove spent 
cartridges for the cylinder, during the civil war these revolvers were frequently carried by soldiers with 
the means to make a private purchase. Wood grips show minor chips on toe of both sides. Very good 
condition. Antique

200

305

Uberti 1862 Reb 
Confederate 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" round bbl, SN 47067. 98% blue finish on barrel and cylinder, good bore, case color hammer 
and loading lever, brass frame, date code XX9 (1973) wood grips show average handling. Most people 
will say this is an Italian copy of Colts model 1851 and they are sort of right but during the civil war when 
steel and firearms became hard to get for the Confederacy they copied the Colt 1851 but used a brass 
frame instead of the steel frame of the Colts. This model became known as the 1862 Reb. Good 
condition. Antique.

100

306

Remington 
Elliot's Five Shot 
Ring Trigger 
Derringer

.22 short, 3" bbls, NSN. 60% blue finish on barrels, good bores, frame and trigger group show a nice dark 
gray patina, fixed barrels with rotating firing pin system advances as it should, top of barrels marked 
Manufactured by E Remington & Sons Ilion NY Elliots Patents May 29 1860-Oct 1, 1861 in 2 lines. Wood 
grips show light handling with a few small chips in bottom edge of right scale, very good condition. 
Antique

200

307
Robin Hood No1 
Spur Trigger 
Revolver

.22 short, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 2668. Dark gray/brown patina with traces of blue in protected areas, fair bore, 
cylinder advances as it should, wood birdshead grips show average handling. Good condition. Antique 80

308
Hopkins & Allen 
Ranger Spur 
Trigger Revolver

.22 Long, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 8005. Nickel finish shows underlying pitting, fair bore, cylinder only advances 
intermittently, checkered plastic grips show light handling. Good condition. Antique. 80

309

Antique 
European Copy 
Of 1851 Colt 
Percussion 
revolver

.40 bore, 7 3/8" bbl, SN 15036 (very hard to read) cleaned to gray patina with areas of moderate pitting, 
fair bore, bottom of barrel near loading lever pivot marked with crossed lances and J N?, cylinder is very 
loose on pin, most markings are barely visible, wood grip shows heavy handling with large cracks. Fair 
condition. Antique

50

310

Early Antique 
Smith & Wesson 
Safety 
Hammerless 
(Lemon 
Squeezer) First 
Model Revolver

.32, 3 1/2" bbl, SN 7862. (from 1888-1901 91000 first models were made marking this piece as first or 
second year production), 85% nickel finish shows areas of flaking, fair bore, early first model barrel 
release, checkered plastic grips show average handling. Good condition. Antique.

100
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311

Scarce Evans 
1797 CP marked 
(Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania) 
Flintlock Musket

.69, 29 1/2" bbl, NSN. Brown/gray mottled patina, fair bore, barrel cut down approx 3 3/4" in front of 
barrel band, both bands held with springs and front band securing a sling loop, 13" steel trigger guard 
with sling loop, barrel marked on left side rear breech with liberty cap over P (barrel proof stamp) top of 
breech shows a small area of tool/vise marks, side of barrel at touch hole shows moderate erosion with a 
brass? hole liner, strong lock holds on full and half cock marked Evans CP in two vertical lines on lock 
plate tail, wood stock shows missing pieces at lock bolster on left side with nail repair on bottom left at 
front edge of trigger guard and air checking/cracking at butt plate and around lock, original steel ramrod, 
butt plate missing rear screw. These muskets are a true part of Pennsylvania history with only around 
2100 being made in 2 contracts. First contract for 1200 stands issued to Owen Evans 12/7/1797 and 
second for 1000 stands to Edward and James Owens. At the time they were built they were among the 
strongest muskets avail being proofed with two consecutive fireings first with 1/18 lb black powder and 
second with 1/22 lb of black powder, thats approx 390 grains for comparison, the charge used in a civil 
war musket was 60 grains. Good condition. Antique

200

312

Springfield 1816 
Type 3 
Conversion 
Musket

.69, 42" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown patina, fair bore, no barrel markings except possibly a small proof on right 
side breech just forward of bolster, bayonet lug on top of muzzle, barrel held via 3 steel bands with 
springs, front band includes front sight, middle band holds front sling loop, strong lock holds on half and 
full cock with 6 11/16" lock plate marked Springfield 1834 in 3 vertical lines on tail and and very faint 
spread eagle over US on center, steel trigger guard with front leg mounted sling loop on ball and marked 
CBS on front , button style steel ramrod, woodstock shows average handling with US and circled script 
proof at trigger guard tail, a large stamped 50 on right side of butt and stamped 4 on reverse, a small 
circle X at rear of upper tang, left side shows 2 circled script cartouches above trigger guard and a large 
scratched L in front of trigger guard. includes T slot unmarked bayonet with 15 3/4" triangular blade. 
Good condition. Antique

200

313
Springfield 1861 
Percussion Rifle 
Musket

.58, 40" bbl, NSN, gray/brown mottled patina, fair bore, barrel marked 1863 on top flat, VP over eagle 
head on left side and GT on lower left side, incorrect rear sight dovetailed into barrel with open blind 
hole from original sight, barrel held with 3 steel bands and springs with the center band holding sling 
loop, button style steel ramrod, strong lock holds only on full cock with hammer and lock plate cleaned 
to 90% bright , lock plate marked US Springfield in 2 lines with spread eagle and shield holding 5 arrows 
and olive branch dated 1862 on tail, front trigger guard leg hold rear sling loop, wood stock shows 
average handling with repaired crack through wrist and faint script cartouche on left side above trigger. 
Good condition. Antique.

200

314
European Snider 
Conversion Rifle 
Musket

.58 bore, 28 1/2" bbl, SN P1628. Gray patina, fair bore, barrel marked with 3 small crossed sword or 
halbred proofs 25 and P1628, top of breech block marked Snider Patent, barrel held with 2 steel bands, 
front band holds sling loop, 3 leaf folding rear sight, P1853 style forearm nose cap and ramrod, strong 
lock holds on half and full cock, lock plate marked with a large crown on tail and 2 lines of illegible 
markings on center, Brass square back trigger guard, wood stock shows moderate handling with large 
crack on butt and left side at upper lock bolt and marked with a small 50 at rear of lock plate and on left 
side above trigger, Good condition. Antique

150

315 Springfield 
Trapdoor carbine

.45-70 22" bbl SN 450033. Dark brown patina, good bore, barrel marked VP over eagle head P, Breech 
block marked US Model 1873 (shows 85% blue finish not matching to the rest of the carbine) newer 1884 
style rear sights, strong 3 tumbler lock holds on all three positions, marked US Springfield in 2 lines with 
spread eagle and shield holding 4 arrows and olive branch, wood stock shows heavy handling with large 
chips missing from right side of barrel channel, and front of steel saddle ring slide bar, no visible 
cartouches, Good condition. Antique

150

316 Martini Enfield 
1887 MK IV Rifle

.46 Bore, 33 1/8" bbl, SN E9286. Dark gray/brown patina, fair bore, barrel marked with several proofs 
including crossed halbreds and crowns, flip up rear sight missing spring for volley adjustment, barrel held 
with 2 steel bands, front band includes bayonet lug, wood stock and forearm show moderate handling 
with heavy denting and faint numbers on left side of butt. Good condition. Antique.

100

317
Terni 1870/87 
Vetterli Bolt 
Action Rifle

10.35x47R, 33 1/2" bbl ,SN KD4529. 50% blue finish shows heavy freckling with areas of oxidation, fair 
bore, long range rear volley sight, front sight missing blade, right side bayonet lug, wood stock shows 
moderate handling with circled VC proof and AM on left side below rear receiver ring, right side of butt 
marked with Armi Terni 1886 armory seal and matching SN. Good condition. Antique.

100

318
Fine Cased John 
Krider Side lever 
Pin Fire Shotgun

10Ga, 28" fine pattern damascus bbls, NSN. Light brown patina on barrels with areas of light freckling, 
solid rib marked John Krider Philadelphia, bottom of barrels bears crown over V proofs (London 
proofmark) strong engraved rabbit ear locks still show traces of bright case color in protected areas, both 
lock plates are marked John Krider, engraved side lever, hammers, long tail trigger guard, forearm hinge 
trim and forearm barrel wedge escutcheon plates, highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm 
show light handling with brass thumb shield on top of wrist and small horn tip on forearm. LOP is 13" 
rear trigger and 14" front trigger. Comes with the original leather clad case marked E.L.Thomson Phila. 
(leather is in poor fragile condition) lift out tray containing 24 rnds of pin fire ammo and 1- 12ga all brass 
round and a nice collection of antique shotshell handloading tools. John Krider was a firearms dealer
/gunsmith in Phila and became friends with Frenchman Jean LeMat a friendship that spawned the 
famous LeMat revolver (the first 25 prototypes were made by Krider in Phila) Lemat also introduced 
Krider to the European pin fire cartridge system which is how this fine side by side came to be. Very good 
condition. Antique.
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E K Tryon Side 
By Side Market
/Punt Shotgun

8Ga. 38" Damascus bbls, SN 3726. Dark brown patina, barrel rib marked London Fine Twist, fair bores, 
bottom of barrels marked H&S with crossed halbred proofs, strong locks with right hammer spur broken 
off, checkered 1 piece half stock shows average handling, barrel secured via 2 captive wedge pins with 
escutcheons, Good condition. Antique
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Buyer’s Premium 20% 
 
Terms & Conditions of Sale 
Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. 215.393.3000. 
By bidding at Alderfer Auction whether it be live, online, onsite, absentee or phone bid, you 
agree to be bound by Alderfer Auction’s Terms & Conditions stated here forth. Addendum 
statements made day of auction take precedence over previously printed materials. 
 
The validity and interpretation of any of the terms and provisions of this agreement or of the 
rights and duties of the parties under this agreement shall be governed by the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and venue of all proceedings shall occur in Montgomery 
County, PA. 
 
1. Bidding Qualifications 
Live Bidding 
Buyers must register for a bidding number by giving name, address, phone number, and 
identification acceptable to us. Please show your bidder number to the auctioneer after each 
purchase you make. 
 
The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, 
the auctioneer shall decide the buyer or immediately put the item up for sale again. In the event 
of a tie between an online bidder and the floor bidder, the successful bidder will be at the 
Auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer’s decision will be binding and final. 
 
Some lots are offered subject to a reserve, which is a confidential minimum price below which 
such a lot will not be sold. The record of sale, kept by the auctioneer and clerk, will be taken as 
absolute and final in all disputes. 
 
Live and Online Bidding 
Live and Online Auctions are conducted in front of a live audience. During these events each 
item presented in the auction is also available for bidding in an online venue hosted by a third 
party provider. While the auctioneer is receiving bids from an assembled audience, phone and 
absentee bidders, the auctioneer is also taking bids from bidders who are bidding through the 
third-party providers in real time or by advance bidding. Following the auction the successful 
bidders are notified and payment arrangements are made; applicable buyer’s premium applies. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer 
Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human or technical 
bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
Alderfer Online Only Bidding 
Alderfer Auction sometimes uses the services of a third party auction platform for online bidding. 
Please refer to third party website for how to register and bid online. Buyer is responsible for all 
online bidding. Alderfer Auction cannot place bids for the buyer as the buyer must properly 
register and bid through the third party platform. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer 
Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human or technical 
bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
 



Live Online Auctions (Online Only Auction with Multiple Bidding Platforms) 
Auction is open for pre-bidding until (date,time), at which time pre-bidding will cease and the 
auction will go live at the auction center (no live audience, just our auctioneer and auction staff). 
When the auction goes live, lots will be sold one at a time, in numerical order, by a live 
auctioneer who will be taking bids from multiple online bidding platforms, absentee and phone 
bids. During pre-bidding you are able to submit a max (maximum) bid. The bidding platform or 
our auction staff will bid on your behalf up to the maximum bid that you have entered. Once the 
auction goes live if you wish to increase your bid you will have to wait until that lot opens for 
bidding and enter any additional bids manually. 
 
Absentee Bidding 
For those unable to attend the auction, Alderfer Auction offers the absentee bid service as a 
convenience to our patrons. Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error or failure to 
execute the bid(s). Absentee bids must be in writing and a fifty dollar ($50) minimum bid is 
required per item. 
 
Phone Bidding 
Phone bids must be in writing. All phone bids are required to open at $250 or half of the 
published estimate (whichever is greater and no less than $250). We suggest that phone 
and absentee bids be made 24 hours in advance to allow time for processing.  

• Everyone leaving an absentee/phone bid must be willing to leave their credit card 
number to assure payment of a successful bid(s) is received by the end of the next day 
following an auction.  

• Illegible bid(s) will be disregarded.  
• Applicable sales tax will be added to the sales total unless a tax-exempt number is on 

file in our office by the day of the auction.  
• Applicable Buyer’s Premium will be added to each purchase.  
• All successful bid(s) requested to be shipped to the buyer will be sent by an in-house or 

third party shipper and billed by the shipper.  
• Buyer is responsible to make shipping arrangements.  
• Bids are executed in competition with the audience on an alternate basis. Due to 

uncertainties of bidding, a lot may sell to the audience for the same amount authorized 
by the absentee bid. To avoid this possibility, the absentee bidder may authorize 
Alderfer Auction to increase their bid by one increment by placing a (+) sign beside the 
bid price.  

• Merchandise is to be removed from the Auction location during the specific auction’s 
stated pick-up dates and times.  

• Alderfer Auction offers the absentee/phone bid service as a convenience to our patrons 
who are unable to attend the auction.  

• Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error or failure to execute the bid.  
• All items are sold as is without warranty or guarantee.  

 
Alderfer Auction shall have the right to accept absentee and phone bids for any items consigned 
for any particular auction. Alderfer Auction reserves the right not to execute any absentee bid at 
its discretion and to have no liability for any inadvertent failure to execute any such bids. 
 
Bidding Increments for Live & Phone Bidding 
Generally, bidding increments are made as follows although Auctioneer has the discretion and 
authority to change. Online bidding increments may vary, see each auction for details. 



 
Minimum Maximum Bid Increment 
Dollar Amount Dollar Amount  
US $0 US $49 US $5 
US $50 US $199 US $10 
US $200 US $499 US $25 
US $500 US $999 US $50 
US $1,000 US $1,999 US $100 
US $2,000 US $4,999 US $250 
US $5,000 US $9,999 US $500 
US $10,000 US $19,999 US $1,000 
US $20,000 US $49,999 US $2,500 
US $50,000 US $99,999 US $5,000 
US $100,000 and above at Auctioneer’s discretion 
 
 
For Example: When price is at $150, the next bid increment is $160. When price is $250, the 
next bid increment is $275. When the price is $500, the next accepted bid is $550. 
 
2. Buyer’s Premium, Sales Tax & Payment 
Applicable buyer’s premium is applied per auction. The hammer price, buyer’s premium and 
sales tax shall be added together to reach the total purchase price for an item. PA residents pay 
6% sales tax unless a Tax Exempt Form is on file. 
 
Upon a successful online bid the credit card registered for said online bidding platform whether 
Alderfer Online or a 3rd party platform will be billed automatically for all winning bids within the 
auction. 
 
Acceptable forms of payments are Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, PayPal (with 
the exception of Firearms, Militaria & Sporting Auctions), wire transfer, money order, cash and 
check.  
 
Payments are due immediately upon purchase and before exiting the facility. Returned 
checks will be assessed a $35 charge for insufficient funds. 
 
Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be 
assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee collected by the third party platform. For 
more information regarding this charge please see third party website for terms. 
 
3. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern 
Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be 
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations 
established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked by 
a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun 
transaction fee thereafter which is in addition to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 



All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 
(Modern) firearms must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. Purchasers of 
Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration 
forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of 
a Federal Firearms License from a dealer that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers 
and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on the day of sale, signed copies of their 
Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who 
act as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy of the 
dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL 
dealers must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer 
Auction at 215-368-9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots indicated 
in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain 
States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are prohibited in any 
State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to 
make sure they are allowed to own this legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL 
NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's requirements. Listed here 
are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity magazines. These are STATE laws, 
sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to 
be or become familiar with local gun laws.  
California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
California or anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  
D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the 
District of Columbia or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 
Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a 
handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of Hawaii.  
Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in 
Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or offer for 
sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in 
Aurora, IL.  
Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in 
Maryland or anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  
Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone 
in Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of Massachusetts.  
New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
New Jersey or anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be 
picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state 
(including bb, pellet, and black powder items). Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be 
purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 
New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
New York or anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  
Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the 
banned magazine, no refunds will be offered. 
Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no 
warranty as to condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. Any used 
firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper 
ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical function or 
condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All goods 
are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in the listings. 



Firearm Shipping 
Please send all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com or text a copy to 833-609-5701. 
Antique firearms, please complete and submit Shipping Request Form at 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping. 
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled 
by us. Fees must be paid in advance and the shipping cost will be applied to your credit card on 
file. Shipping, handling and insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will 
pack multiple items of similar size and type together if possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL 
Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction 
and to the Importer/Exporter. 
 
Packing fees:  

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States 
must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all 
shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction requirements as stated above to the 
Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the Importer/Exporter in shipping the 
firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please 
contact our shipping department at shipping@AlderferAuction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking 
number once your package is shipped. 
 
4. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as 
mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions please call 215.393.3000.  
 
 
5. Pick-Up and Shipping  
Customer Responsibility Check List: 

• Payment 
• Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements 
• Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies 
• Review Terms 

mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping
mailto:shipping@AlderferAuction.com


Alderfer Auction offers onsite shipping subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance 
fees are additional to the total purchase price. Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If 
you choose to ship your item, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SHIPPING 
ARRANGEMENTS.  
 
All lots must be removed from the premises of Alderfer Auction no later than 10 business days 
after an auction.  
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup 
appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. Appointments are accepted 
Monday – Friday 9:00AM – 4:00PM. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 
 
Unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be 
considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future auction without additional notice to the 
purchaser. 
 
6. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and make you aware of a 
new policy beginning November 2, 2020.  
Due to our increased online business and space limitations, auction items must be picked up in 
a timely manner within 10 business days of auction close.  
Thus, we are implementing a Holding and Handling Program effective November 2, 2020. When 
you are a winning bidder of an Alderfer Online (at offsite location) you are required to pick-up 
your items at that location on given date and scheduled time. 
If you request to have your lots brought back (at additional cost) from location to Alderfer 
Auction, Hatfield, you are required to pick-up items within 10 business days. 
Following industry standards, after business 10 days you will be assessed a $5.00 per lot, per 
day, Holding and Handling fee. This fee will be assessed and charged to your credit card upon 
pickup of your items. Please note that if items are picked up within 10 days, you will not incur a 
fee. Please note that equipment and vehicle Holding and Handling fees are $125/month. 
Please note that unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the 
auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future auction without 
additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
7. Warranty & Condition Reports 
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed 
information, print or electronic media. 
All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are 
believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are uncertain of the 
condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects 
are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as statements of fact, and do not constitute 
a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to 
represent condition of an item.  
While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the 
responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. Provenance and 
authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 
Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should 
also review online descriptions, listings and/or catalogs to obtain necessary information. Bidders 

https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction


may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. 
Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be liable for failing to do so. All auction 
inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 
8. Estimates 
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of 
the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially different from our 
original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a 
price realized. 
 
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, 
consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated auction price of 
any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no  
9. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction 
may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, title, or laws 
restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
10. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance 
the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds for discontinuation 
of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable 
amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be 
copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., 
Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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